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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Basketball was invented by Dr. James Naismith late in
1 91 while a student at Sprin [field College,

The official

Came, however, was not played before January 20, 1(:92.
The equipment used in the first game consisted of a soccer
ball with two peach baskets hung 10 feet high on each end
of a large hall,

A ladder was used to retrieve the ball

after it was tossed Into a basket.

The number* uii a side

playing the game varied, sometimes 1*0 to 30 players repre
sented a side.

The rules later reduced the number of players

on each aide to 9*

Tnls number was later reduced to 7 and

finally to 5* 1
There have been a number of changes in basketball since
it was first Invented, but fundamentally it is much the
same.

For example one player formerly shot all the free throws

for his team.
ly

Another important change, which was comparative

recent, made it compulsory to move the ball from back

court to front court in ten seconds,

?his helped to eliminate

the stalling game which was prevalent prior bo the change.

^Lament Buchanan, The Story of Basketball in Text and
ictures, p, 6,
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Several other rales chan 33 have been made to curb the ef •;ectIveneaa of the taller players.

The elimination of the center

Jump, the restriction of the offensive players In the free
throw lane, and the rule not allowin

players to touch the ball

in its downward fliVht to the ba&xet, have b<an chan ed to
parti; lly eliminate the effectiveness of the big player.

2

Iliere have been a number of rule changes but fundamentally the
game is much the same.

It is interesting to note that 12 of

the original 13 rules were, in 1937, still used in the game.
Basketball is the only major sport played in this country
that has been invented by an American.
■ ,
i'.
■'
popular sport.
while there
(19i|6)

It is America’s moat

Some 90,000,000 watch oasketball

ach year,

e nearly 20,000,000 play rs throughout the world.

It is estimated that 96 per cent of our high schools in

America have varsity teems. ^
Basketball was originally lnten ed as a recreational a c 
tivity, but Is today a high pressured and highly competitive
sport.

Despite this fact it is still, essentially, everybody’s

game.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine*
(1)
The type of offenses and defenses used most in the
consolidated, minor accredited and fully accredited high schools
of North Dakota, and their trends.

^Howard A. Hobson, Basketball Illustrated, p. 1|.
^Laront Buchanan, The Story of Basketball in Text a n d [JJt . ____
. ----------- -......... .
....................... . „
i 11kijrp»
P» 15»
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(2) The relationships of types of offensive and defensive
play to the seasonal, conference and tournament rank.
(3) The relative evaluation of certain fundamental skills
used In basketball.
(ij.)
regarding
exercise,
sessions,

The relative evaluation with reference to practices
controversial Issues such as the use of conditioning
charts, selection of players, length of practice
and interscholastic competition at certain grade levels
The Nature of the Study

The problem of this research was to obtain information of
the types of offenses and defenses used; to make a general
comparison on the effectiveness of each, and to determine the
policies and attitudes toward the controversial issues of
basketball.
The major portion of the data used in this study are taken
from questionnaires sent to the 2l|l high school basketball
coaches In North Dakota.

This group of coaches, with probably

a few exceptions, were members of teaching staffs in the con
solidated, minor accredited, or fully accredited hi h schools
In this state.

Supplementary material was

athered from books,

periodicals and other theses.
A number of coaches did not reply within the first three
weeks, so cards were sent urging them to return questionnaire as
soon as possible.
The study is based on a total of 160 questionnaires, which
is 6 6 . per cent of the 2\\1 mailed.
The names of towns and cities answering the questionnaire
are found in appendix ’’A",

The letter of transmittal is found

in appendix ”BW , and the names of cities and towns are found in
appendix "C •
_______ __________ ____________

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

The related studies which are being reviewed show some
relationship to certain phases of this thesis*

It was impos

sible to secure studies which were similar in nature.
A study made by Rarick and Staton^is a study of the compar
ative effectiveness of the three types of free throws generally
used*
The purpose of this study Is to compare the two-hand under
hand, the two-hand overhand and the one-hand overhand type of
shot *
This study brought out the fact that most coaches have
favored the two-hand underhand shot in the past, but more re
cently, the one-hand shot has come into favor.
is that a player who employs the

The contention

ne-hand shot proficiently

in set shooting should not be asked to learn a di ferent type
of shot at the free

;hrow line.

Another, though smaller group

of coaches contend that the two-handed overhand shot 1 j the
most effective, particularly for players who take their set shots
that way.

Which

^0* Lawrence Harick>and Wesley M. ofcaton, "Free Throwing*
Style?” scholastic Coach* XVIII (February, 1949. ,p. lj.6*
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!*he authors contend that literature la practically devoid
of -studies pertaining to the relative effectiveness of these
p

three •orms of free throwln. •

C,

Millet In a stud;

of soia©

154 Junior high school boys In four physical education classes,
utilised the rotation procedure in studying the relative effic
iency of these three styles,
Jhe groups were rotated so that while one group was boln
taught the two-hand underhand method, a second group was beln
tau ht the two-hand overhand shot, and the third was l e e m i n g
the one-hand style.

The groups were rotated three times so

that each group had a chance to learn each of the three forms,
An analysis of these resulta indicated that no one method
excelled the other two to a degree great enough to recommend
its use to the exclusion of the other two.

However, the resulta

did tohow a alight superiority for the two-hand underhand shot
and that the one-hand style yielded the poorest results,
tt appears that the validity of the results might be quest
ioned on two counts!
(1)
h e ahootin distance was too great for some of the
boy a, probably Ivin,, an inordinately high wei htlnp to the
underhand method.

p
C.
. Millet, "An x p e r l e n t a l
valuation of ?hree tyles
of Basketball Brae throwing," Unpublished Master*s thesis,
University of Southern California 19! 6.
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(2) The number of shots allowed, and the duration of the
experiment were not sufficient,
Rarick and Staton^made a survey of the free-throwing styles
used by star college players under game conditions which should
prove quite valuable.
The data collected on 26 college games played in the Boston
Garden and Boston Arena durin • the 19/4.6-47 season were used.
Twenty five nationally representative teams participated in
these games.

Eighteen were from the East Coast, four from the

Middle West, two from the South, and one from the Far West,
A record was kept of every free throw taken, the name of
each player, the style of shot used, and the success or failure
of the attempt.

There were II4.6 players observed and 671 free

throws taken.
The information was handled in two ways:
(1)

The percentage of shots made with each method was

computed.
(2)

The individual raw score (percentage) was determined

for each player.
As indicated by the table, more shots were taken with the
two-hand underhand method than with either o? the other two—
with the two-hand overhand style producin

the lowest over-all

percentage of success.

^ , Lawrence

Rarick and Wesley M.

taton, loc, cit, p,

The raw scores of the lip players were then grouped accord
ing to shooting style; and the mean score, standard deviation,
and the standard error were computed for each of the three
met

ds.
Table 1<*
Percent of Shots Made

8 ethod

Made

Tries

Two-hand overhand

Percent

127

51.3

Underhand

202

153

56.0

One-hand overhand

142

32

56.9

More critical ratios were calculated for the three netmods
to determine whether or not a significant difference existed
among the groups#

The calculations, based upon individual pjr-

fornanee as represented by raw scores, permitted a more sta
tistical treatment of the data than would be possible if only
the group poreontages wore considered#
Prom this statistical treatment of the material it was
found that no one method seemed to be superior to the other two,
at least at the level of significance used.

However, if tho

players could be considered a truly representative group, it
would appear that tho underhand and the one-hand overhand styles
produce better results in the long run.*

*0# Lawrence Rarlck, and

»esley

Staton, loc. cit. p.

l\.C.
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Howard Watson Flack*s^ thesis on, "Seisetad Basketball
Systems Evaluated and Adapted for High School Coaching,* was
one of the few related studies*

The purpose of this study was

to evaluate six selected basketball systems and adopt the funda
mental features of these systems to coaching in high school.
The systems chosen were selected because of their general use
throughout the country.
The systems chosen represented six typical styles of basket
ball used in the United States.

They were chosen on account of

the geographical location of the schools in which the authors
were coaching, and because of the varying backgrounds of the
authors have resulted in a wide variation of methods.
The man included in the study were*

Hat llolsaen, a great

professional player, at present basketball coac i at City College
in Hew York; George F. Veenker, former coach at the University
of Michigan and director of athletics at Iowa State Collage;
Torres t C. "Phog" Allen, formerly coach at barrens burg State
Teachers College and at present coaen at the University of
Kansas; Ward L. Lambert, former coach at Purdue university;
J. Craig Ruby, formerly coach of the University of Missouri and
the University of Illinois; and J.M. Barry, formerly coac.i of

^Howard Watson Flack, "Selected Basketball Systems bveluatod and Adopted for High School Coaching," p* 1-1Unpublished Heater*a thesis of Peabody State Teachers College,
1 >35.
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Knox Collage, University of Iowa and the University of Southern
California.
Holman was considered a typical product of the profession
al game, who always had players reasonably well grounded in the
fundamentals of the style he taught.

Therefore he was able to

use hia time for the development of Individual strategy and
difficult plays, in both offensive and defensive phases of basket
ball.

He was in a position to develop timing and accuracy to a

rather high degree,

i’he player problem was that of selection

rather than that of development.
Lambert, on the other hand, developed both offensive and
defensive technique and strategy to an unusually high degree.
The high quality of basketball played in Indiana enabled him to
devote much of his time to more complicated plays and other
maneuv rs.

This wealth of material available made possible the

development of a variety of defenses far beyond the capabilities
of the high school boy.

His offense was planned to move at a

speed that boys of high school age could not maintain.
Veenker, In general, was able to find material physically
suited to the style of basketball he taught, and as a result,
he developed the set play and screening game to a high degree.
He was always able to secure the players necessary to exeoute
the screens which made this type of

ame effective.

He also had

other men fully as able in the difficult role of dribbling at
full speed through all opposition and scorin .
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Allen, because of hi 3 background, combined his medical
knowledge and basketball skill in the development of a defensive
atyle and an individual technique which was best suited to the
big men.

It ia considered the be3t in technique and detail,

but it is intricate and demands a degree of coordination seldom
found in the less developed high school boy.
Ruby had taught a greater variety of styles than the others
considered In this study, but depended more on endurance than
on size.

His basic method was the continuity offense with all

its options.

This required much drilling and a great deal of

attention to timing and adjustment to the speed of the different
squad members.
Barry depended on a five-man offense and on a four-man
defense.

His system, on the whole, was more elastic and less

detailed in its operation; and wa3 considered as a good example
of the average style of college coaching, where the coach has
arrived at his method by experience without any effort to d e 
velop a definite system of hi3 own.
The study took into consideration the background and the
experience of the authors of texts used and the general develop
ment of the players they had been coaching.

In evaluating the

books Mr. Flack brought out the differences between high school
and college basketball players and emphasized the details that
had been stressed or omitted in each basketball system.
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The fundamental techniques and the basic tactics of each
system were presented,
given In each text.

fhese were based upon the explanations

An evaluation of the use of these ideas in

terms of their utility to high school coaohes was based upon the
opinions of the basketball authorities considered, and upon the
deductions evident from the manner In which these ideas were
presented by them,
Mr, Flack presented the material from each text In ihe
order used by the author, because the arrangement seemed to
indicate each authors estimate of the relative importance of the
points considered,
The study was

resented in two parts.

Part 1 Included the

details of individual and team play, with an evaluation of each
phase considered, and contained a general analysis and a sum
mary of the possibilities of each system as related to high
sohool basketball.
Part 11 contained a group of selected fundamentals and
team tactics that could be used and easily taught by high school
coaches,

The selection of fundamental techniques and team play

was based upon the opinions of the authors of texts considered,
both as to their systems and to those taught by others,
A series of tests were given to all the boys in an eight team
league of Class "B” High

ohools.

^Robert I>, Knox, ”An xperiment to T>etormine the Relation
ship Between Performance in Skill Tests and Success in Playing
Basketball,” Unpublished Master's thesis of the University of
Oregon, 1937.

The criterion for validating these teats was the scoring of the
varsity players.

If the tests were to determine ability, it

followed that the varsity

members should score In the top five.

The tests passed indicated a very high correlation.

In

each school, at least four out of the five varsity members fin
ished in the top five on the test scores,

Hine out of the ten

squad members appeared in the top ten rankings.
These tests did not require any complicated gadgets or
machines.

They were based on inherent ability to execute four

fundamental movements.

All were performed against time.

Speed hribble Test.

Four chairs were placed in a straight

line with the first chair 20 feet from the starting line and the
others 15 feet apart.

The starting line was 65 feet from the

endline of the court.
The subjeot stood behind the starting line with a basket
ball in his hands.

At the signal, "Ready, goi" he would dribble

in and around the obstacles, then would weave back in the same
manner.
Wall Bounce Teat,

The subject stood with his toes behind

a line five feet from the wall.

The object of the test was to

ascertain how long it would take him to cheat-pass the ball
against the wall and catch it, 15 times.
The subjeot started passing the ball at the signal, "Ready,
go!" continued until he was told to stop.

'he tester started
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the stop watch on "go" and counted silently.

The watch was stopped

a3 the ball hit the wall for the 15th time.
Each subject was allowed to pass the ball four times for
practice.

,

The ball had to be definitely caught, not batted,

after each pass.
Dribble Dhoofc Test.

By using the same starting signal as

for the Speed-Dribble, three chalra were arranged directly in line
with the basket, so spaced as to divide the distance into four
equal segments,

(entire course was 65 feet.)

The subject stood behind the starting line with a ball in
his hands.

At the signal, "Ready, gol", he dribbled in and out

of the obstacles toward the basket.

Upon reaching the goal, he

tried to lay in the ball. (If he missed the first shot, he kept
shooting until he made a basket.)
He then recovered the ball and dribbled baok around the
obstacles to the starting line.

The total elapsed time represJ

ented his score.
Penny-Cup Test,

A 20-foot course was set up with a

"signal line" eight feet

"x'om. the start.

Three ordinary tin

water cups, painted blue, white, and red, respectively, were
placed in a vertical line five feet apart at the finish (20-foot
mark).
The subject stood behind the starting line with hi a back
to 'he cups.

He had a penny or

other obj»Ot in M s

hand.

At the signal, "Ready, gol", he pivoted and ran toward the cupa.
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Aa he crossed the "signal line," the teater called out one
of the cup colors,

The boy was then supposed to drop M s

coin

into that cup.
The watch was started on the signal "go" and was stopped at
the sound of the coin clinking into the cup.

The test was rep

eated four times, the total elapsed time represented the score.
The subject wa3 allowed to run through the test once for pract
ice.
It was suggested that testers have soma practice in manip
ulating the watch and giving the signals.
the tester to have to

It was confusing for

ive the signals and then have to listen

for the clink to stop the watch.
The reliability of each tost and the total score was deter
mined by the Pearson Product-Moment correlation technique.
A group of 50 high school students, selected at random, were
tested and re-tesfced to obtain data for these computations.
The figures representing reliability coefficient were as follows:

Wall-Bounce

.764

Dribble-choot

.579

Penny-Cup

.90k

Total Score

Kobert D, Knox, op.cit. p. 55*

CO

.71

•
a

Speed-Dribble
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The reliability coefficient of the dribble shoot was so low
as to be practically useless for predictive purposes.

Yofc this

particular test, in actual practice, proved to have greater
predictive value than any of the others.
reliable when used with varsity

It appeared to be more

roups.

Fost boys in these

groups would consistently hit on their first try and thus would
approximate the same score on re-tests.

In the non-player

groups, on the other hand, success de ended somewhat on luck,
and thus repeated tests would show great fluctuations in score.
The four test scores for each individual should be added
together to obtain his total score.

No single test seemed to

correlate with or give an indication of specific game skills
such as shooting, faking, or guarding.

It appeared that the

only useful Indicator was the total score of the four tests.
fumciary
The purpose of the study by Rarick and Staton was to com
pare the two-hand underhand 3hot, the two-hand overhand shot,

and the one-hand overhand shot.
It was found that no one method seemed to be superior to
the other two, at least at tho level of significance used,
Massed data of this type made little If any allowance for
difference between individual performers.

Controlled experi

mental studies wt re not conducted under game conditions, there
by losing the psychological and emotional factors which play an

16

Important role In the Individual*s performance.
Until definite proof has been found one should be cautious
in advocating one particular method over all others.
Flack*a thesis on, "Selected Basketball Systems Evaluated
and Adopted for High School Coaching," was written for the pur
pose of evaluating six selected basketball systems and adopt
the fundamental features of these systems to coaching in high
sohool•
The study was presented in two parts.

Part I included the

details of individual and team play, with an evaluation of each
phase considered, and contained a general analysis and summary
of the possibilities of each system as related to high school
basketball.
Part II contained a group of selected fundamentals and team
tactics that could be used and easily taught by high school
coaches«

The selection of fundamental techniques and team play

was based upon the opinions of the authors texts considered,
both as to systems and to those taught by others.
A series of tests were given to all boys in a league of
class "B" high schools by

iobert P. Knox.

validating &hose tests was scorln

The criterion for

of the varsity players,

The bests passed Indicated a very high correlation.

In

each school four out of five varsity members finished in the
top five on the test scores,

Nine out of ton squad members
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appeared In the top ten ranking*
The reliability coefficient of the dribble shoot was so
low as to be practically useless for predictive purposes•
Yet this particular test, in actual practice, proved to have
greater predictive value than any of the others.
more reliable with varsity groups.

It appeared

No single test seemed to

correlate with or give an Indication of specific game skills
such as shootin , faking, or guarding.

CHAPTER III
GENERAL PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES

Practice Sessions
It Is impossible to sat up a definite basketball practice
schedule each day.

There are too many factors that have to be

taken into consideration each day or season.

Some of these

include, ability, experience, conditions, attitudes, individual
differences in players,and

individual differences in the

same players from season to season.

The size of the squad is

also an important factor in determining length of a practice

session.
The length of time for practicing any part of the game
will vary with the typo of drill andt he ability to maintain
interest.

All team drills will require more time then drills

on fundamentals.

Drills on fundamental techniques should

rarely continue more than twenty minutes.

Ordinarily, ten to

twenty minutes is long enough for such drills.
include the time used for explanations.

This does not

Team drills because

of their nature require from thirty minutes to one hour.

The

longer time is required primarily because facilities generally
do not permit the entire squad to participate at one time.
In order to give every member of the squad a chance to practice
for at least fifteen minut©3 the longer time is necessary.^

•*-John W. Bunn, Basketball Methods, p. 18.
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The data In Table 2 shows a comparative rating scale for
different length practice periods.

The one hour, one and one

half hour, two hour and two and one half hour practice sessions
were compared as to optimum length by the high school coaches
of North Dakota.
Table 2
The Number and Percentage of Coaches Judging Basketball
Sessions as to Optimum Length

Rank

Length of Practice Sessions and Percentages
per
per
per
per
Total
lhr. cent l^hr, cent 2hr. cent 2>hr. cent No. percent

1

10

6

10k

66

40

25

6

4

160

100

2

39

25

46

29

73

45

2

1

160

100

3

88

55

8

k

77

30

17

10

160

100

4

23

14

2

1

0

0

135

85

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

640

100

Total

The high school coaches rated the one and one half hour
session as the most desirable.

It was found that 66 per cent

of the coaches felt that the one and one half hour session was
considered the optimum length of an average basketball practice.
The next highest rating was given to the two hour session, which
received next highest votes for a rank of 1 and second highest
number for a rank of 2 giving it an over all rating of 2.
The same method was used for rank number 3, the position in
which the one hour session was ranked.

The one hour session

received 55 per cent of all third place votes.

Checking further*
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it was found that the two and one half hour received 85 per cent
of the fourth place ballots.

The one and one half hour aeaaion

was rated fourth by 1 per cent, while the two hour session was
not rated fourth by any of the ooaohea.

The information receiv

ed would seem to indicate that the high school coaches have
followed the suggestions given by a number of the outstanding
college basketball ooaches.
If the practice period is well organized, one hour and
thirty minutes will provide plenty of time and give sufficient
work even to a large squad.

If a squad is limited bo fifteen

players an hour and thirty minutes is not needed.

Squads that

have thirty players can be handled efficiently with this amount
of practice.
Calisthenics
There is a difference of opinion on the use of calisthenics
in connection with basketball practice,

dome feel if the proper

drills are chosen calisthenics are not necessary, while others
are of the opinion that calisthenics should be used to supplement
the regular practice drills.

The coaohes that are against

calisthenics say the game is of such a nature that the warmingup drills which constitutes passing, dribbling, shooting, running,
jumping, and pivotin,

provide sufficient muscular movements for

proper llmberinr exercises.

2

John W, Bunn, loc.cit.

The lntonslty of the drlll3 oan be

regulated according to the amount desired.
Rope skipping is the only exercise that should be used
which Is not primarily an element of basketball.

Boys who

are weak jumpers and who do not have good coordination for
jumping are able to Improve In this skill by practicing the
boxer's type of rope skipping*

They must In addition, become

proficient In the other requirements necessary for effective
jumping in basketball by working with a ball around the basket
■»
and by jumping against other players.
A comparative study was made regarding the use of calis
thenics in pre-season basketball drills and the use of
calisthenics durin

the entire season.
Table 3

Teams Using Callsthenic Prills During Pre-Seasonal
And Seasonal Basketball Sessions

Callsthenic
Prills

For
per
No. cent

Pre-seasonal Prill

12U

77

36

to

27

112

Seasonal Prill

Against
per
No. cent

Occasionally
per
No. cent

Total
per
No. cent

23

—

—

160

100

70

$

3

100

100

Seventy seven per cent of the coaches used calisthenics
during pre-season basketball drills while 23 per cent did not

3 John W. Bunn, op.clt.

pp. 19-20.
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use any type of conditioning exorcise during this period.
Calisthenics were employed much less during seasonal drill,
as only 26 per cent used them continuously throughout the sea
son.

Of the 3 per cent that used conditioning exercises

occasionally during the season, 1 per cent indicated the use
of rope skipping as a phase of their conditioning program.
The number of coaches that were for pre-season calisthenics
and those opposed were found to be quite comparable.

There

were 1 Z\\ coaches in favor of pre-seasonal calisthenics while
112 were against seasoned callsthenic drills,

From the data

on calisthenic drills we could conclude that the tendency of
the average coach is to use conditioning exercises during
pre-seasonal basketball drills and to discontinue the practice
after the start of the regular playing season.
Stress Placed on Offense and Defense
According to many authorities the trend of basketball has
been to stress the offense at the expense of the defense.
The high scoring games of today are one of the results of such
a practice.
One of the problems that has faced the coaches is, the
amount of time that should be allotted to each.
great variations of opinion on this subject.

There are

Some of the

controversial factors that enter into such a discussion are*
the background of the ooach, player personnel, size of floor,
nd lighting*

Defense is considered a more constant factor than offense.
A good defense has a tendency to make winning teens more
consistent.

It is like good free throwing for keeping a team

in the game when the offense fails to function properly.

A weak

defense places a greater responsibility on the offense, hence,
we reali;;3 the Importance of a good defense.
The North Dakota High School coaches were asked to indicate
to which phase of basketball they allotted more time, offense
or defense.

They also were a3ked to indicate which of the two

phases they found easier to teach.
Of the total of 160 coaches that answered the questionnaire
31 or 20 per cent spent more time on defense than offense.
Between ij. and 5 per cent spent equal amounts of time on offense
and defense.
time.

Most coaches felt the offense should be given more

There were 121 or 75 per cent of the coaches that spent

more time on offense.
Is It easier to beach (a) offensive play or (b) defensive
play?

?he coaches were fairly well divided on this question.

There were 90 or 56 per cent coaches that felt offensive play
was easier to teach than defensive play.

Of the remaining

70 coaches, 66 thought defensive play was easier to teach,
1 felt they were oqual, 1 thought It would var: with conditions
and 2 were in doubt.
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Interscholastic Competition
From all indications, the tendency ia to have more interscholastic competition at a lower

-rade level than in the past.

This will vary, but the trend throughout the country seems to
be in that direction.
Forsythe^axpresaes the opinion that authorities disagree
on the advisability of interscholastio competition for junior
high school students.

"The Legislative Council of the American

Association for Health, Physical iducation, and Recreation
has gone on record as being opposed to such a policy."^

There

la a feeling that better results would be obtained if broad
intramural programs or variations of them, with possibly a
limited amount of carefully aupervlaed interschool play.
Since the war there seems to have been an increased emphasis
on the establishment of more Intensive Interscholastic athletic
pro rams in junior high schools.

Whether or not thir, agitation

ia based on sound educational principles, or merely on the
desire to develop junior high school players in order that
there may be bettor senior high school teams, remains to be
6
seen.*
5

^"Charles F., Forsythe, "The Adrainstration of High School
Athletics," pp. 411-412.

5 Ibid., p. 4 1 1 .
^Charles E. Forsythe, loc.cit.
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The situation regarding interscholastic athletic competi
tion in North Dakota is indicated by comparing the number of
teams at different grade levels,

Tn Table 4 we find a

comparison of the number of schools having intershcolastic
competition below the seventh grade, above the seventh and
below the ninth, and those with interscholastic competition
at the ninth grade level or above.
Table Ij,

Number and Per Cent of Teams Having Interscholastic
Competition at Different Grade Levels
Grades

No.

Per Cent

Below seventh grade

61

38

Above seventh and below ninth grade

78

49

Ninth grade and above

21

13

160

100

Total

Most schools in this state begin their interscholastio
athletic competition in the seventh and eighth grades,

There

were 49 per cent of the schools that began their interscholastic
competition at this level.

More schools began their inter

scholastic competition below the seventh grade than at the
ninth grade or above.

Only 21 schools or 13 per cent begin

their inter-school competition at the ninth grade level or
above, while 61 schools or 38 per cent had this type of

competition below the seventh grade.

This means that 87 per

cent have Interscholastic competition below the high school
level. (High school meaning grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.)
It would appear that North Dakota Is following the national
trend, as a great percentage of the schools have lnteracholaatlc
competition at a low grade level.

The larger schools had more

intramural competition and less Interscholastic competition
at the grade and junior high school level.

Several factors

which have helped to increase the program are* Better and
increased facilities, better roads and transportation, increased
Interest in interscholastic program and lack of students to
carry on a good intramural program,
Selection of flayers
Probably the most difficult task in coaching is that of
choosing

players who shell make up the team.

There are several

problems which confront coaches when they take this responsib
ility,

Some of these problems are: Selecting the best players,

placing the best players in the right position and getting the
right combination of best players together.

The combination

of the best players do not always make the best team, as
personality, physical characteristics and other human elements
enter into the situation.

Sometimes the right combination of

players are available, but have not been assigned to the proper
positions.

To be able to assign players to the positions in
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which they are the most effective, it is necessary to have
definite standards and confidence in one's ability to choose
the best players.
Several rating devices have been used throughout the
nation for selecting basketball players.

Some of these Include

the penny cup test, personal rating chart and game of hunch.

7

The study on prediction of basketball ability by Knox'

included a series of basketball testa to determine relative
ability of squad members.

The testa include:

Speed Pribble

Test, Wall Bounce Test, Dribble Shoot Test and Penny Cup Test.
It la necessary to total the scores of each individual test
to secure a good

ositive correlation.

It was proved that no

single test seemed to correlate with or give an indication of
specific shooting skills such as shooting, faking or guarding.
These objective type of tests cannot be taken as absolute
measures of basketball ability, but can be of aid to supplement
the judgment of a coach.
Some of the desired characteristics of a good basketball
player oould include height, natural ability, attitude, and
maturity.

Of these four characteristics height, ability and

maturity were placed in a question that involved ranking.

7

Robert D. Knox, "An Ixperiment to Determine the Relation
ship Between Performance In Skill Tests and Success in Playing
Basketball," Masters Thesis of University of Oregon, 1938.
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Attitude was added by some answering the question.

These

characteristics were compared and rated ir> the order of the
coaohes choice.
Table 5
Characteristics of Good Basketball Players
Rank

Ability
per
No. cent

1

149

93

6

4

4

2

1

1

160

100

2

10

6

133

63

12

8

5

3

160

100

3

1

1

16

11

135

85

6

3

160

100

4

0

0

3

2

9

5

3

2

15

9

160

100

160

100

160

100

15

9

495

Height
per
No. cent

Maturity
per
No. cent

Attitude
per
No. cent

Total
per
No. cent

Ability was ranked first by the majority of the coaches.
The 149 first place votes constituted 93 per cent of the total
number of coaches.

Height received 133 votes or 83 per cent

of the total number cast for second place.
85 per cent of the third place votes.

Maturity received

If attitude had been

listed it probably would have received a much hither ranking.
The characteristics were ranked in a v ry definite pattern by
the coaches.

Only 4 per cent ranked height first, and 2 per

cent ranked maturity first.
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In selecting players for positions It probably would be
of some value to test eyesight of the players.

J?< pth perception

and peripheral vision are very Important to basketball players.
A player should possess depth perception In order to be able to
Judge distances accurately.
shooting and passing.

This is especially valuable in

The players possessing normal peripheral

vision have their greatest advantage in passing and catching.
Another important phase of eyesight relates to the ability to
see with either eye.

If a player has a strong right eye and a

weak left eye his ability to pass to the left is somewhat
curbed.

In this manner peripheral vision is effected.

Depth

perception may be effected by improper focussing of eyes,
which may be the result of one eye be in-; much stronger then the
other.

Everything being equal, the side of the court on which

a man should play, would probably be determined by the strength
of the Inside eye, ( *irht or left).

This would be true if the

eyes varied a great deal in strength.
There were 3 k coaches or 22 per oent that tested players
to determine the relative strength of the eyes.

There were

126 or 76 per cent that felt testing was unnecessary.
Charting
Charts can be of gre»t value if used consistently and
analyzed correctly.

It is only human to err in judgment,

therefore, much information can be received from charts that
would otherwise be unknown.
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Their are several types of rating charts U3Kd,
uses a Fundamental Rating Chart*
a self testing chart.

Hobson0

Any player can use this aa

It includes all the essential elements

that make a successful basketball player.
The part that can be accurately and objectively measured,
however, is shooting on regular basket shooting charts.
The other fundamentals such as footwork, dribbling, passing,
must be based on Judgment.
There are other rating charts that do not include aa many
points as the number included in Hobson's. The Individual
q
Performance Chart used by Bunn includes less material but
probably would be more practical in recording game statistics.
The positive factors are shown at the left of the chart and
the negative factors are at the right.

These charts may be

kept during scrimmages and early season games.

Competent

recorders, individuals with basketball experience, should be
used to record data.

Pwo charts are needed.

The positive and

negative records are totalled separately and then subtracted
to

et the net effect of the player during the competition.

fi

'"Howard A. fiobson, Basketball Illustrated,
^John

. Bunn, Basketball Methods,

p, X.

pp. 34-35>*
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These charts are invaluable when trying to rate individuals
without direct reference to his tea’nmatea•
should be considered when making ratings.

several factors
All players should

compete for the same length of time, and during the period of
rating each group should be given an opportunity to compete
against each other*
The basket shooting charts, in which a diagram of the
floor has been drawn, for recording the attempts made and
missed is the moat common type of chart.

In considering

percentages the area from which the basket is scored should also
be considered.

If shots are made In the area near the basket

whore lay-in shots oan be scored, the percentage of shots
should be much higher than if scored in the area beyond the
fr^e throw circle.

Statistics10show that the average college

player will score about 35 to 1*0 per cent of the baskets
attempted in the short shot area.

In the area beyond the free

throw line and distanoes of 12 to 15 feet each side of the
basket the average college player will score about 20 per cent
of the shots attempted.

Prom a distance about 25 feet or

more from the basket the ?;ame average is about 12 to 15 per cent.
The free throw average for the average college team is about 60
per cent.

10Howard Hobson, op.cit.

p, &5.
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The data In Table 6 shows the number of coaches using
charts to determine shooting percentages during practice
scrimmages, and those using all around individual performance
oharts.
Table 6
Number Using Shooting Charts for Games, Scrimmages
And Individual Performance Charts

Charts
per
yes cent

Charts
per
no cent

106

66

47

29

5

3

160

100

Scrimmages

hS

26

107

67

6

5

160

100

Individual
Performance

59

37

101

63

—

160

100

212

44

255

53

13

480

100

Regular Games

Total

Charts
occas- per
ionally oent

—

3

Total
per
no cent

The coaches using charts for seasonal games totaled 106
or 66 per cent, the group not using charts totaled 47 or 29
per cent, while 3 per cent used them occasionally.

More

coaches indicated the use of shooting charts during regular
games than during practice scrimmages.
or 2

Less than one third

per cent used shooting charts during practice scrimmages.

One hundred seven gave a negative answer, and 8 or £ per cent
said they used ©1 arts occasionally.

The Individual

srformance

Charts were used by

coaches, although 101 or o3 par cent did

not use any charts.

Indications are that the use <?f charts for
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regular games are becoming rather common practice In most
schools, as only 29 per cent do not use charts.

The number

using individual performance charts Is surprisingly high con
sidering the amount of statistical data involved in scoring
results.

It is difficult to find persons willing and qualified

to do the work in many cases.

*

Sumriarr
(1)

It was found that the practice sessions were ranked

in the following order:

(a) one and one-half hour (b) two hour

(c) ono hour (d) two and one half hour.
(2)

The tendenoy of the average coach was to use ealis-

thenlc drills during pre-seasonal basketball drills and
discontinue the practice after the start of the regular playing
season.
(3)

Most coaches agreed that it was easier to teach

offensive play than defensive play.

The difference, however,

was not too great.
(i|.)

Forty nine per cent of the schools

aac oegun their

athletic competition in the seventh and eighth grades.

Eighty

seven per cent began interscholastic competition below the ninth
grade level.
(5>)

Natural ability was ranked above height In the sel

ection of basketball players.

(6)

Koafc teams used shooting

charts for regular games,

although less than on© half tho teams did not chart regular
practice scrimmages*

A good share of the coaches used indivi

dual performance charts for games*

3$

CHAPTER IV
PUNPAM -UTAL TECHNIQUES
Some coaches feel that systems of play including styles
of offense and defense will win championships.

On the other

hand, it is said, the best basketball ooachea are the ones
who 3pend most of their time on fundamentals,
Rupp says:
"If there were a secret in successful basketball, then
that secret would be drilling on fundamentals.
It is un
fortunate, however, that many coaches do not realize this.
Far too often, the entire practice period is spent on goal
shooting and scrimmage,
Phe team is not prepared to scrircmage
beoauae It has not mastered the fundamental details,”1

2

According to Bunn, techniques are based on two principles.
He believes all of our successful individual techniques in
basketball are predicated on two basic principles.
of which is body balance and control.

The first

He feels all of our

essential movements and maneuvers depend for their successful
execution on body balance.
"fundamental position."

The other basic principle is

This Is the position from which all

movements are initiated.

This Is a fortunate development

because It simplifies the learning techniques as all start
from exactly the same

osition.

It saves time inasmuch as it

eliminates many practice drills and teaching devices.

^Adolph Rupp, R u p p *3 Championship Basketball,

2

JDhn Dunn, jpaukicjall Method,

p. 97*

p. 23.

This on© position lias been called the "fundamental position."
It is considered the safety position in basketball, and it is the
first thing that is taught to all of the players.
The Worth Dakota High School Coaches were asked to rate
10 fundamental skills in the order of importance.

The com

parison in Table 7 shows the order in which the fundamental
skills were rated.

The skill which was considered of greatest

importance was ranked number 1, the second rated number 2, etc.
Table 7
Fundamental Skills Rated in Order of Time Allotted Bach

Catch
ing
IndlviJuaipand
dual
ing
HePass- Cut- DribDeFeintPrac- Pivot-bound- Screen- ShootRank ing
ing bling fense ing
tied ing
ing
ing
ing
1

87

3

1

6

1

1

5

0

0

58

2

k7

10

8

17

10

1

9

18

1

k7

3

10

17

33

27

10

k

13

27

11

19

k

7

18

20

29

8

12

22

25

16

9

5

2

17

22

19

10

9

2k

29

12

8

6

2

10

16

lk

23

lk

21

28

19

0

7

3

17

Ik

23

2k

18

19

lk

21

6

p 8

2

29

10

10

25

13

19

13

25

5

9

2

25

17

7

19

3k

23

5

21

1

10

0

11

17

10

18

k9

7

0

32

2

157

153

162

156

155

l6l

i6k

153

163

Total 162
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In the first group catching and passing was classified
the most important by b7 coaches.

Only one other skill received

much recognition for the number 1 classification.
Shooting received 58 votes, whereas the third highest
individual defense received only 6 first place votes.
second most significant skills were rated a tie.
pa sing received Itf votes, and shootin;

The

Catching and

received V?.

Fribbling

was adjudged third, followed closely by individual defense
and rebounding which drew 27 each, only 5 votes leas than
dribbling.

The fourth and fifth places were individual defense

and reboundin’ respectively.

They each received 29 votes.

In the next 5 places we found two that repeated in successive
positions.

Reboundin’ was appraised in fifth and sixth placed,

while Jumping practice had the most votes in ninth and tenth.
The coaches were quite well agreed that the two most
important fundamentals were catching and passing, and shootin
The group as a whole were in concurence that jumping practice
should be ranked last.

The fundamental skill which proved to

be most in disagreement was individual defense.
were fairly well distributed among the 10 places.

The votes
Cutting

was another skill in which there was an extensive difference
of opinion.
The total number of votes are not the same for oaoh
skill.

A few of the coaches evaluated some of the skills
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equally, while In rare Instances the spaces were left blank.
In Table 8 is found the order of fundamental skills as
weighted according to the following methods

The rank number

of 1 was given a weighting of 10, the rank number of 2 was
giver- e weighting of 9 etc., down to the rank of 10 which was
given a weighting of 1.
passing number 1.

For example 87 ranked catching and

This number rautliplied by 10 would equal

870; since passing and catching were ranked second by 47 it
would mean that 47 woiild be multiplied by 9 which would equal
423.
10.

This process was used for each number from rank 1 through
The total for passing and catching, when using this

method, was l4bb.
Table 8
Rank Order of Fundamentals According To Importance
Fundamentals

Rank

Weighted Score

Catching and Passing

1

1466

Shooting

2

1349

Rebounding

3

996

Individual Defense

943

Dribbling

5

833

Pivoting

6

821

Cutting

7

750

Feinting

8

702

Screening

9

609

10

496

Jumping Practice
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Prom Table 6 ifc Is possible to determine the relative
Importance placed upon the various fundamentals by the coaches.
The two fundamentals which had the closest weighted score were
dribbling and p i v o t i n J u m p i n g practice had the lowest
weighted score of ij.96.
Prom all evidence there does not seem to be any standard
scales available, at least on a national level, but the high
school coaches are in agreement with the experts on the two
fundamentals discussed most, namely, passing and shooting.
The leaders in the field of basketball are not in complete
concurrence on which is the more important passing or shooting.

8

9

Rupp and Bunn7feel that passing is the most essential fundam
ental technique, while Murphy^°and Hisenson^contend shootin
is the most valuable.
Screening
"A screen play is a cooperative move by two or more offensive
players to interrcept or Impede the progress of a deTensive
player.

This la probably the most difficult defense to pen

etrate, therefore, it is used as a basis to build di feront

»*
1
^Adolph Rupp, op.cit.
^John

p.29.

. Bunn, op.cit. p, 109.

^•'-’Charles C. Murphy, Basketball, p. 11.
113am Nisenaon,
p. 13.

A Handy Illustrated Guide to Basketball,

types of offense.

The screen offense is considered one of the

best methods to score against the straight man to man defense.

12

Different sections of the United States are not in
complete agreement on what constitutes a legal screen.

fome

allow contact or near contact vhile others do not allow screens
13
to be set within 3 feet. J
The two types of screens are the moving and the stationary
screen.

The moving type of screen generally used with con

tinuity type of offense while the stationary type of screen is
employed with a set play type of offense.

Types of screen play

can be classified further by considering the inside, the
outside, the back, the roll, and the side screen.
B u n n ^ g i v e s five rules whioh should be followed in execut
ing a screen:
(1)

The player that is to do the screening should

approach the defensive player from behind.

Under these

conditions the defensive player who is to be cut off from
the opponent that he is guarding is unaware of the approach
of the player behind.

Phis movement from behind requires

quiok cooperation and team play on the part of the defense
If the advantage of the screen is to be offset.

12John

. Bunn, op.olt. p. 223.

^ H o w a r d A, 1 obson, Basketball Illustrated, p. 52.
^ J o h n W. Bunn, op.cit.

pp. 22,-226

(2)

The player for whom the screen Is set should not move

until the player setting the screen la stationary.

This

timing Is neoessary in most cases; otherwise a foul for blocking
might be unavoidable.
(3)

The player setting the screen must not move until

after the player for whom the screen is set has moved ahead
of him.

If the screener moves too quiokly the result will

probably be a foul or the opponent will escape the trap set
for him.

(k)

The player for whom the screen is set should first

move directly toward his guard.

This type of maneuver Is

necessary if the defensive man la playing farther than three
feet away from his opponent.
(5)

Screen plays are generally most effective If they

are set for the player who has the ball, although this Is
not necessary.
screening was ranked ninth In Importance In (Table c . )
The weighted score for jumping practice, which was number 10,
was rated 113 points below screening.
Pivoting and 3topping
There are two types of stops ordinarily used with the
pivot namely: The one-count or jump stop, and two-count stop
in which a stride stop is executed.

In the two-count stop,

one foot Is ahead of the other and the knees bent to maintain

balance as the stop Is made.

The two-count stop is more natural

and is used more extensively than the jump stop.

It also

gives greater protection to the ball because of the position
of the player.

The two-count stop permits the player to

make a closer stop and thereby affords better opportunities
for getting around him.

According to B u n n ^ I t is the only

logical atop to use.
The stop and pivot are used quite effectively under many
situations.

It is a good policy to stop, pivot, and pass

back when In doubt.

The tendency of most players is to pe

and move toward the goal.
fast break.

;

This is especially true on the

If the pivot la not used, the result is some

times a pass interception, a bad pass, or a missed shot.
When pivoting, the weight of the body should be shifted
to the pivot foot.

The pivot foot should be in contact with

the floor when executing tills skill.

If Che player with the

ball Is to the right of the goal when stopping, the stop
should be made with the left foot forward, and, If on the left,
the opposite Is true.

This will

lace the leg between the

guard and the b a l l . ^

•^John W, Bunn, op.cit.

pp. II4.7 —lif8•

l60 s b o m e "Ozzie" Cowles, "The Pivot," Basketball Hints.
(19^9-50 Jition), p. 6.

Pivoting was rated sixth in(Table 8).

According to the

weighted score there was only a difference of 12 between
dribbling, which was rated fifth, and pivoting#
Feinting and Footwork
Feinting is an action used to mislead an opponent and
draw him out of a good position or off balance.

It is

considered an intentional offensive or defensive move and can
be executed in a number of situations,

A fake can be made

by means of the head, ball, shoulders, arms, eyes, feet,
voice or any combination of these.

The move is designed to

gain an advantage for the user, therefore, it can be a very
important factor in team play.
The situation and the ability of the man using the fake
will determine the type of feint to be executed.
The eyes may also be employed in many ways to deceive
defensive men especially in passes from out-of-bounds plays.
Split vision passing drills can be used to train players to
pass in the opposite direction they are looking.
Footwork is a very important

undamental.

Ordinarily,

running, cutting, faking, dribbling, and any other phase of
play in which the feet are involved, is classified as footwork.
Feinting and footwork was rated eighth !n (Table 8).
It was rated 1*8 points below cutting, which was ranked fifth.
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Passing; and Catching
Passing is considered by many of the outstanding coaches
as the most Important phase of basketball.

Holnjui
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says,

"It Is true that baskets win games, but I strongly believe
that If you can get five players working hard at passing to
each other, the baskets will ta*.e care of themselves."

Another

coach that believes passing is the most vital fundamental is
Adolph Rupp,

lb

basketball coach at the University of Kentucky.

He considers, accurate and well timed passing as the key to
successful play.

Teams having Indifferent passers might

' show up well In a goal shooting practice, but the same team
sight make an unfavorable showing 1n a game.
Phe team that excels In the art of passing might often
make an indifferent showing In goal shooting while In practice;
however, they might excel under game pressure.
Catching Is a phase of basketball that should be taught
with passing.

Probably the most significant phase 5s the

fundamental position of the player.
A player should have weight on his toes or on the ball
of his foot.

Kic irnees should be bent, his hips down, his

back straight, and his head up.

Klsenson, op.oit,

8

Kls hands should be advanced,

p. 36.

A Adolph Rupp, Fupp's Cha plonshlp Basketball, p, 29.

the elbows In, and he should go to meet the pass.

If at an

angle, he should always go to meet the oas3 and then straighten
out In the direction that he wishes to go.
his eyes on the ball.

He should keep

His hands should be In a funnel-shape.

The fingers should be spread and the ball should be first met
with the finger tips and then the force of the ball should
be allowed to come on the palm of the hand.
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The ten passes evaluated In the questionnaire are as
follows:

Back hand pass, baseball pass, bat

ass, bounce pass,

chest pass, hook pass, overhead pass, roll pass, two hand side
pass, and underhand pass.
The backhand pass is not used a great deal in basketball,
but It Is the feeling of some authorities, that it has great
possibilities if executed properly.

It Is most commonly used

in the ’astern section of the United states.
The baseball pass is generally a long and hard pass and
is ordinarily used with a fast break offense.
ref rred to as the one-handed overhead pass.

It is sometimes
The proper

execution of this pass is explained very clearly by Rupp,
If the pass Is thrown with the right hand,
back in the area Just behind the right ear.
brought behind and below the ball.

^ A d o l p h ftupp, op.cit.
20Ibid., pp. 314.-35.

p, 31,
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the ball Is brought
The right hand is

The left hand is placed in

such a position as to help adjust the ball to the throwing
position.

As the ball is brought to a throw!n : position

weight is shifted from the left to the right foot.

When the

ball is thrown, the weight is shifted to the left foot as the
entire body is put into the throw.

When the pass is completed

the position of the player is very much like that of a man who
has thrown a baseball.
In executing the bat pass the ball is deflected without
catching it.

It can be made with one hand or both.

It is

quite effective where a fast return is necessary, but should
be used only in close-in plays unless a player is left un
guarded, then a long bat may be used.
The bounce pass can be made with one or two hands.

When

holding with two hands the ball should be in the chest area.
The ball should hit the floor a distance of about a yard in
front of the receiver and should be bounced at least two feet
from the opponents feet.
The two-handed chest pass is probably the most commonly
used pass in basketball because it can be employed from any
position on the floor.
beyond 20 or 25 feet.

It is generally not used at distances
Phe hands should be well back of the

ball and the elbows close to the body.

The weight should be

shifted forward and there should be a complete follow through
with the arms.

U7

The hook pass is used most effectively by tall players,
especially when takin

She ball off the backboard.

type of pass that can be thrown a Ion

distance.

It ia a
The hook

pass can be used vary effectively with a fast break, as it is
very difficult to guard.
The two-handed overhead pass is generally favored by tall
players who, have caught a high pass, and wish to make a quick
return.
Ithor

To execute the pass the player steps forward with
oot and throws the r;sll forward and slightly downward.

The roll pass is 3oldom used, although, it do©3 have
definite advantages.

It can be used as a surprise element

./hen parsing a ball from out of bounds or into the pivot man.
The pass is executed much like the one-handed underhand pass
except the player is in a iaore crouched position.
The two-hand side pass is usually a soft type of pass used
to fiod a player who is breaking fast for the basket.
be passed off either hip.

It can

The ball ia passed to the receiver

by a wrist snap.
The one-hand underhand pass can be executed very quickly,
and ia especially effective in connection with a weave offense
or by tearat. when endeavorin

to 3 tall.

The player is crouched

much like a bowler, with elbows bent and close to the body.
'Vhen passing with tie right hand the left should be used to
help adjust the ball.
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The ten selected passes were rated by the coaches according
to value in their s steins of play.

Inasmuch as all the

5S3sea

ware not used by all coaches In their seasonal play or practloe
sessions some coaches did not check certain types.

Others

rated some of the passes equal in Importance, however, the
major portion of the group rated all the passes In 3ome chrono
logical order or another.
Table 9
Types of Passes Rated According to Importance
Rank Back Base Bat Bounce Chest Hook Over Roll Two-hand Under
hand ball pass pass
pans pass head pass side
hand
pass pass
pass
pass
pass
1

0

Ik

0

16

116

6

2

0

k

2

2

1

k2

0

56

17

21

11

1

6

5

3

0

30

1

hi

10

36

17

1

13

10

k

k

26

2

20

k

ko

23

0

12

23

5

5

11

6

16

7

25

28

3

27

19

6

9

9

15

3

3

16

23

5

2k

30

7

20

8

13

2

0

5

22

12

25

27

8

26

6

31

2

0

2

13

22

15

16

9

k2

3

kl

0

0

k

k

19

90

5

10

28

2

21

0

1

0

0

65

5

8

Total 135

151

133

156

158

155

130

1U5

iu5

U3
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The chest pass was adjudged the most valuable by 116
coaches,

Phe baokhand, bat, and roll pass did not receive any

first place votes.

The other six passes received an aggregate

total of J4J4. votes ior first place.

The bounce pass received

more votes for both second and third places than any other pass.
The hook pass was classified a strong fourth with I4.C
ballots as compared with the next highest of 23 given to both
the overhead and underhand pass.
fifth place by a narrow margin.

The overhead pass was

given

The three types of passes

which ware given the lowest ratings were the roll, bat, and
bacKhand pass.

Of the three, the roll pas 3 was placed last

by the most votes, although, the bat pass had

ore ^allots

for eighth and ninth places than the roll or backhand pass.
The baseball pass was considered an important pa.s, however,
it did not receive top balloting In any of the first four
places.
second

It was rated next to bounce pass which had the most
lace votes.

than sixth place.

Only 1 person rated

the chest pass lower

The table indicates the popularity of the

bounce pass, as only 8 coaches rated it below the mid-point
on the chart.
The table indicates that the chest pass is most Important,
This is in agreement with most of the leading authorities
in the field.

From all information available, it would appear

that a ranking 3 oale for passes has not been set up, therefore,

It would be difficult to compare the remainder of the passes
with some standard.
In Table 10 passes are rated according to the importance
they play in each coache’s system of basketball.

The number

rated 1 was given a weighting of 10, the rank number of 2 was
given a weightin ; of 9 etc,, down to the rank of 10 which was
given a rating of 1.

Phis is the same system described in

detail on page 3.
Table 10
Rank Order of Passes According to Importance
Types of Passes

Rank

Weighted Score

Chest Pass

1

1479

Bounce Pass

2

1257

Baseball Pass

3

1109

Hook Pass

4

1081

Overhead Pass

5

824

Underhand Pass

6

738

Pwo-hand Side Pass

7

b64

Back Hand Pass

6

3o2

Bat Pass

9

375

10

283

Roll Pass
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In comparing (Table 9) with Table 10 it would appear as
though the coaches, as a whole, were quite well agreed upon
the ranking of the different type of passes.

The two passes

with the closest weighted score were the back hand pass and the
bat pass.

Phe chest

ass was rated first by a Majority of the

coaches, while the roll pass was rated tenth.
^leld lioals and
Goal shootln

roe Throws.

is considered by many coaches as the most

Important fundamental in basketball.

It is said that goal

shooting is to basketball what putting Is to golf.
According to Bunn * shots are grouped into three categories.
An analysis shows that all shots have their basic origin in
one of three typos of shots.

Therefore we conclude that the

fundamental movements and technique of all shooting methods
may be traced to

hree L'aslc snots.

They are the two hand

push shot, the two hand underhand type, and the one hand push
shot.
The practice of goal shooting to conform to plays and
positions appears to be the most logical approach.

The for

wards, j uards and centers should practice the type of shots
from places on the floor from which they have opportunities
in a game,

Phere are two trends of thought, on methods of

practice shooting.
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Some coaches believe that all

John W, Bunn, Basketball Methods,

p. 130,

layers

should be able to shoot all types of shots.

Others are of the

opinion that players should practice according to position,
The types of shots In basketball are varied, but the shots
given most consideration in this study arei

The hook shot,

one hand dribble in shot, one hand jump and turn shot, one hand
push shot, two hand push shot, tip shot, two hand overhead shot,
and underhand shot.
The hook shot is probably the moat difficult shot to
The body of the player shooting is between

:uard in basketball.

the ball and the opponent, also the
his opponent makin

hooter la moving away from

it difficult to stop the fll ht of tne

ball without foulihg.

The hook shot should be released more

In front of the head, rather than over or behind the head.
The muscles In the shoulder of the shootln

arm become too

tense, if the ball is released over or behind the head.

If the

ball is shot with the right hand the left should be used

to

guide the ball until it reaches shoulder height, then it should
be released, and the remainder of the shot should be executed
with the right hand.

One of the most common mistakes when

attempting a hook shot is the improper use of the wrist in the
shooting arm.
The one hand dribble in shot is sometimes referred to as
22
the lay-up shot.
It is executed by a player drlbblin toward

op
fcC,Adolph Rupp, Rupp1s Championship Basketball, p. 1+9•
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the basket, taking off on the opposite foot of the hand with
which he Is shooting, using a high jump and extending the
shooting arm fully.

The right hand should be used when shooting

on the right side, while the left hand should be used when
shooting from the left side.

The dribble in shot directly in

front of the basket can be scored by lay-ins over the front rim,
or by going to either side and placing the ball against the
board.
The one hand jump and turn shot may be used to the ri ht
or the left.
to the basket.

Ills shot is employed when a player's bac*. is
When going to the left take a step with left

foot and jump turning body toward basket.

When attempting a

shot to the left, step with left foot, If using right hand
reverse jump shot take off on the right foot if pivot shot is
made to the left.

The shooter should look for the basket as

soon as the shot is started to give a longer period of con
centration on the front rim of the basket.
be behind the ball.

The fingers should

The shooter should -alight with knees

slightly bent, facing the basket, ready to rebound,
The one hand push shot is probably the most popular shot
in basketball.

This shot is generally used to a distance of

about 25 feet.

In shooting with the right hand, knees should

be bent, hips down, the ball resting on the left hand, the
right hand behind the ball, both thumbs pointing to the left.

It may be made with both feet remaining on the floor, or it
may be made with a slight Jump.

The one hand push shot may

also be made while in motion toward the basket*

The right

hand shot should take off on the left foot as on a lay-up shot.
The two-hand push shot is sometimes called a chest or set
3hot.

In certain sections of the United states it is used

more than any other type of shot.
It can be used at long, medium, or short distances.
The two-hand push shot is rather difficult to learn, especially
for younger boys, as the extensor and flexor muscles have to
be coordinated to a very high degree.

In order to use this

shot successfully for long shooting, it is necessary to have
strong fingers, wrists and forearns.
The stance in the set shot may vary from keeping both
feet together or slightly spread to a stance with the left
ahead of the right or vice versa.

The first stance is used

largely in the hast, and the stance with one foot ahead of the
other is more common in the Mid-West.
In executing the push shot the player should hold the
ball In the hands with fingers and thumb spread naturally.
The ball should not rest in the palms of the hands.
should be bent, hips down, and head should be up.

The knees
t’he ball

should be brought downward toward the waistline to relax the
muscles, then it should be brou ht along the abdomen and chest

and released with a snap notion when reaching a level above
the eyes.
The tip shot may be used with either one hand or both.
The one hand tip is probably the most common, as gaining
offensive ; osltlon "or a two hand tip-in is more difficult.
The shot is ordinarily used after a rebound or a high pass.
With fingers well spread the ball should be tipped into the
basket while in mid-air.
The two hand overhead shot can be used by certain players,
usually employed by the tall men.

It is generally used after

a high pass has been received or on a rebound.
be made from a short to a medium distance.

The shot can

The ball is held

over the head, elbows slightly bent and facing the basket.
As the ball is released the arms are extended and the body
moves sli htly forward on the toes as the knees straighten.
The underhand shot is sometimes called the free throw
shot.

It is probably the easiest shot to execute, because

the movement used is considered more natural than the other
type of shots.

This method of shooting was considered quite

popular when basketball was first invented.

The underhand type

of shoe is the most difficult to execute against opposition,
because the shot starts and finishes so low that it is easy
to block.
For the free throw shot there is a variance of opinion as
to the placement of the feet.

Some coaches prefer the feet
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placed slightly wider than shoulder width, some have their
players place the feet about twelve Inches apart, and others
have the left or right foot immediately behind the line with
the other foot about six to twelve inches back of it in a
natural position.
The fingers should be spread in a natural position and
placed on the sides of the ball,
should not touch the ball.

fho palms of th e hands

The ball should be held with both

hands at approximately waist level.

The shot should be executed

with the knees bent slightly and the arms should be bent and
close to the sides of the body.

The ball should be raised

forward and upward with arms fully extended.

Coaches differ

on use of the wrists in free throw shooting.

Some believe a

wrist snap should be used, while others feel that It la not
23

necessary,

Rupp

is of the opinion that the wrist snap is not

necessary.

A complete follow through should be used when atteir b-

ing the free throw shot.
Phe coaches were asked to rate eight types of shots
according to value in their system of basketball.

The eight

shots discussed briefly earlier in the chapter includet The
hoo*t shot, one hand dribble in shot, one hand jump and turn shot,
one hand push shot, two hand push shot, tip shot, two hand
overhead shot, and the underhand shot.

Adolph P. Rupp, op.oit.

p. i|(j.

?hese shots are rated
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In Table 11.
The one hand push shot was ranked first by

9 coaohea,

and received more votes for first plaoe than the aggregate
total of the other shots.

The other shot that received a

fairly high ranking for first and second place was the one
hand dribblo in shot, whioh had 44 first plaoe votes and
37 votes for second.
a higher rankin

The one hand push shot, however, received

or both first and second places.

The one-

hand Jump and turn shot was rated higher than the two-hand
push shot by 7.

The tip shot had 1 more vote than the two-hand

push shot for fourth plaoe.
Table 11
Types of Shota Rated According to Importance
Rank

Hook

One-hand
dribble

Onehand
push

Twohand
push

Tip

Two-hand
overhead

TJnderhand

One-hand
jump and
turn

1

3

44

89

12

1

5

2

12

37

56

22

4

10

—

22

3

16

28

13

33

15

15

—

41

4

25

19

4

29

30

21

3

25

5

32

15

2

19

30

24

3

22

6

32

6

1

15

31

30

5

18

7

16

6

1

19

29

35

19

14

6

9

13

8

8

102

3

152 148

148

132

156

Total

147

—

—

157

168

11
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The hook shot was given a fifth and sixth place ranking
respectively.

Two other shots which received a favorable sixth

place ranking ^ero the tip shot with 31 ballots and the twohand overhead shot with 30.

The two-hand overhead shot was

rated seventh by 35 coaches and the tip shot was ranked seventh
by 29.

The underhand shot was not considered in the first

three rankings, but received 102 votes for last place.

The

other 8 types of shots divided 31 votes among them for last
place.

The only two shots that did not receive a la^t place

ranking by the coaohea were the one-hand dribble in shot and
the one-hand push shot.
In order to rank the shots in chronological order according
to importance, a weighting system is used whereby rank number

1 is multiplied by 8, rank number 2 is multiplied by 7 etc.
down to the rank of

8

which was given a weighting of 1 .

Th i 3 is the same method described in detail on page 3 8 .
The one hand push shot had the highest weighted soore of
1229, while the underhand had the lowest score.

The two shots

which receivod the closest ranking were the two hand overhead
dot and the tip shot.

"he two hand push shot, which in some

sections of the country is considered the most popular, was
rat d fourth in North I'akofca.

Table 12
Rank Order of Shots According to Importance
Type of shot
One hand push

Weighted 3core

Rank

1229

1

One hand dribble in

960

2

One hand jump and turn

61*7

3

Two hand push

765

k

Kook

616

5

Two hand overhead

569

6

Tip

555

7

Underhand

182

6

There are two trends of thought in regard to concentration
when shooting set shots from beyond the free throw line.

It

is the opinion of 8ome authorities that the eyes should be
focussed on the rim during the flight of the ball, while, others
believe the eyes should first be concentrated on the rim and
after the ball leaves the hand the eye 3 should be focussed on
t ,e flight of the ball.

The coaches of North Dakota are at a

di f rence of opinion on this subject,

One hundred fifteen

coaches or 72 per cent feel the eyes should be focussed on the
rira not only before shooting but also during the flight of the
ball.

There were 1*5 coaches or 26 per oent that believe that

the eyes should first be concentrated on the rim and then
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follow the flight of the ball until It rebounds or goes through
the basket.
Another controversial issue in basketball is the use of
the underhand or t he overhand push shot on a dribble in shot
without opposition.

The coaches that favor the underhand type

feel that the movement used Is natural and therefore more
easily executed.

The coaches that favor the one-hand push

shot believe that the player would get the ball closer to the
basket when the arm is " u H y extended, that is, with the hand
behind the ball.

There is a feeling that the ball can be

controlled better whan it rests on the finger tips.

The coaches

that favored the use of the underhand shot when shooting without
opposition included 13 or 8 per cent.

The group that believed

the one-hand overhand push shot should be used were composed of
ll|5 members or 91 per cent.

There was 1 or one-half of 1 per

cent that thought the type of shot would depend upon the ability
and previous experience of the player.

Another 1 or one-half

of 1 per cent believed that either or both should be used.
Authorities have different opinions of shooting,

^ome

are of the opinion that different types of shots should be
executed in a specific manner.

On the other hand, others think

that players should be allowed to develop their own type of
shots.

The group that favors close supervision over shootin

are of the opinion, that players are inclined to develop bad
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shooting habits unless they are closely supervised.

The

contention Is that some players are careless and others lack
the knowledge which, Is necessary to analyze correct shooting
movements•

The coaches that favor a natural type of shooting,

which p e m i t s the player to shoot in the manner he feels most
natural, believe that anatomical structure of the player should
be c nsidered when shooting is taught.

The majority of the

coaches believed that players should be permitted to shoot in
the manner which seemed most natural to them.
or 73 per* cent that

permitted natural shooting.

There ware 117
owovor, 29

coaches or 13 per cent believed that certain types of shots
should bo shot in a spocific manner.

Only 1 person or one-half

of 1 per cont was of the opinion that free throws should be shot
In a specific manner.

There ware 13 coaches or 3.5 per cent

that allowed some players to shoot in the manner that seemed
most natural to them, if the method brought results, however,
the players that were most Inaccurate were taught a specific
method.
The free throw, which was discussed earlier in the chapter,
is considered a vary important phase of basketball.

lairing

game competition it is rarely used, however, it is used
extensively as a free throw type of snot.

The free t r o w

type of shot or two-hand underhand shot was rated eighth or
last in Table 11.
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In the resume written on free throwing by Rarick and
S t a t o n , ^ the three types of free throw shots are compared as
to their relative effectiveness*
are*

The two-hand overhand, the one-hand overhand, and the

two-hand underhand shot.
of

The three shots considered

roe throw

Refer to (Table 1) for the comparison

.ethods based on the per cent of shots made.

Observations were made of li|6 players taking a total of 6?1
free throw attempts.
The results of the comparison show there was very little
difference, however, it was the opinion of the two authors
that if the players considered were a truly representative
group the one-hand overhand and two-hand underhand were the
two most e? ective,

They concluded that until

urther studies

proved more definite results that one method of free throwing
should not be favored over the other two.
The three types of free throw shots were rated by the
coaches in the order of use.
rating.

The data In Table 13

Ives the

The type of free throw ahot which waa used most was

the two-hand underhand type.

There were 111 coaches or 69

per cent favoring this type.

The one-hand push shot was

favorod by 2i± per cent of the coaches, while 7 per cent thought

■a, Lawrence Rarick and Wesley ifi, bfcaton. "Free Throwing*
-rhich "tylo?" £c elastic Coach, (February 19 ;-9), p,
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the two-hand overhand shot should be used by their teams.
The ono-hand push shot was rated second by 59 per cent and the
two-hand underhand shot was ranked second by 23 per cent.
The majority of the coaches rated the types of free throws
in the following ordert

The two-hand underhand, one-hand push

and two-hand push shot.
Table 13
Types of Free Throw Shots Hated According to Importance
One-hand
push shot

Two-hand
overhand

Two-hand
underhand

Total

Rank

No. per
cent

No. per
cent

No. per
cent

No. per
cent

1

36

2k

11

7

Ill

69

160

100

2

95

59

29

16

36

23

160

100

3

27

17

120

75

13

8

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

k&o

100

Total

fliuny teams shoot free throws at the close of the basketball
practice.

They generally 3hoot a designated number of free

t .rows, such as 25* 50 or ICC,

On the other hand, some coaches

have their teams shoot free throws under game conditions In
which the players double the number of free throws which they
snoot during scrimmage sessions or have competitive free throw
contests.

The coaches as a group favored free throw practice
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under game conditions*

There were 139 ooaches or 79 per cent

that practiced free throws under game conditions, while 11 per
cent had their players, shoot a designated number at sometime
during the practice sessions*

Only 2 per cent used both methods

fribbling
borne authorities feel the dribble is used too much in
basketball today, others feel that it is a very useful offensive
weapon.

Dribbling is a spectac ilar phase of basketball and

is used, by some players, as a method of focussing attention
on themselves, during a game*
There are several situations in which the dribble can be
used to an advantage in every game.

Probably the most common

is in taking the ball away from the defensive basket before the
man with ball can be tie

up by the opponents*

Ordinarily,

only one or two dribbles are necessary to get away from the
danger sone, after which, the ball should be passed to a team
mate as quickly as possible.

it can be used on short

irivea

toward the basket ©specially on guard around plays, or where
the bell has been passed by the pivot can to a teammate cutting
by.

The dribble ..a

also be employed to advance the ball on

the fast break, especially when the other players arc behind
the man with the ball or after the man playing the middle on
the fast break has passed beyond the center line.
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The dribbler should stay on his toes, with his knees bent
slightly and body crouched.
should be fully extended.

The head should be up and the arm
The player's elbow should be low

and the forearm almost parallel to the floor.

The finger*

should be cupped and well spread.
There has been some controversy over the question of
dribbling with or without looking at the ball.

The coaches

that feel a player should be able to dribble without looking
at the ball, believe it necessary to givo the player longer
concentration time on the basket and a better passing perspective.
The high school coaches were very much in agreement on teaching
players to dribble without looking at the ball.

There were

157 coaches or 96 per cent for this method of teaching and 3
or 2 per cent thab were ox^posed to it.
Individual Defense
It is the opinion of several authorities that the moat
important feature of individual defensive play is never to
allow an opponent to get between him and the basket.
Regardless of the position that the offensive n»er* takes on the
floor, the defensive man should take a

osition that

.111

prevent the offensive man from having a direct path to the
Task: b.

On offcase,players should be taught to outmancuver.

^Adolph

. hupp, itup p »a Champ 1 on a h i p basketball, pp, jj>h~5&*
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and to get a step on the defensive man.
the opposite view should be taken.

So, in defensive play,

If the offensive player is

further from the basket the defensive man will not have to play
him as close.

The distance a defensive man should play in

relation to an offensive man will vary with the comparative
speed of the individuals concerned.

The defensive man who la

faster than the offensive man can play close and still maintain
his proper position, the distance from his opponent being
determined by their comparative speed.
Mental and physical ability are equally important for good
individual defensive play.

Determination is probably the moat

Important attribute in defensive play.

The ability to master

skills and techniques are of little value if the player lacics
the mental quality of determination.
All authorities are not in complete agreement on the
method of

ettin ; position on

pponents while trying to rebound.

The group that advooates getting position on the man ordinarily
play tho nan to man defense, while the coaches that feel
players should be responsible for a definite rebounding area
generally use the zone type of defense.

ne hundred eighteen

or 7 lj- per cent believed in stressing poaition on the man when
rebounding against a man to man defense.

However, 25 «5 per cent

believed that if player- were responsible for rebounding areas
they would be able to rebound aa often.

Only 1 or one-half of 1

per oent thought both rtu thoda should be used.
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Summary
(1)

The ten fundamental skills were rated in the following

order of Importance*
(c) rebounding,

(a)

catching and passing,

(b) shooting,

(d) Individual defense, (a) dribbling, (f) pivot

ing* (g) cutting, (h) feinting, (1 ) screening, and (j) jumping
practice.
(2 )

rhe ten types of passes rated according to rank order

of Importance were*
pass,

(a) chest pass, (b) bounce pass,

(c) baseball

(d) hook pass, (e) overhead pass, (f) underhand pass,

(g) two-hand side pass, (h) back hand pass, (1 ) bat pass, and
(J) roll pass.
(3)

The types of shots rated according to use by the

coaches were as follows*

(a) one-hand push,

dribble in, (o) one-hand jump and turn,
(e)

hook,

(f) two-hand overhead,

(I4.)

(b) one-hand

(d) two-hand push,

(g) tip, and (h) underhand.

The majority of the coaches favored the use of the

eye focus on the goal before and during the flight of the ball.
(5)

Most coaohes favored the one-hand overhand shot rather

than the one-hand underhand shot on a dribble in shot without
opposition.

Nearly three fourths of the coaches permitted players

to shoot in the manner which seemed most natural to them.

(6)

Ttxe two-hand underhand free throw was rated first,

the onc-hand push shot was rated second, and two-hand overhand
shot was rated third*
All but 2 per cent of the coaches taught players to
dribble without looking at the ball#
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CHAPTER V
DEFENSIVE PLAY
The statement "A good defense is the best insurance against
a bad night” , is often true in many basketball games,

The

offensive e.ttack is many times not too consistent, so if one
has a good defense a lose oan be avoided.
Some authorities believe the technique of guarding is the
basis of good defensive play, regardless of th e type of team
defense.

The success of any defense is first dependent upon

individual defensive ability,

Defense is considered a more

constant factor then offense, which accounts for the stabilizing
influence of good defensive play.
for

It is compared with throwing

:eeping a team in the game when the offense bogs down,

A weak defense places a great burden on the offense, therefore
it is necessary to have a dependable defense.^
The type of defense to be used would be determined by the
following factors!

The training of the coach, the type of

players available, the size of floors to be encountered, and
type of offenses which you are using.
and variations of defenses.

fhere are many types

These variations are effective

only in certain situations in most oases.

It therefore is the

duty of the coach to become acquainted with these situations so

E v e r e t t Dean, *Defense-The Stablizer," Seal-O-Sar
Basketball Coaoues Digest. (Fourth edition
p. 30,
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that he will be able to cope with them If It la necessary.
Ideas on when to teach defense may vary but Bee expresses
It quite aptly In the following words:
"Perhaps the best time to impress the squad with defensive
importance is at the first practloe and during the early
workouts. The thought may strike home that the coach la a
stickler for good defensive play, furthermore, It Is much
easier to teach offensive principles after defensive measures
have been thoroughly mastered then the reverse process.
For
that reason the early practices should possibly stress defensive
fundamentals to the neglect of the attack , "2
All basketball defenses are derived from the man to man,
zone or combinations of the two.

These basic defenses can be

used in a great number of combinations.

Under the man to man

defense the straight, switching, pressing and floating defenses
can be used,

i’hese can also be used In combinations.

The zone

defenses might Include the three-two, two-one-two, two-three,
one-two- two, two-two-one, one-three-one and the three-one-one.
These types of zone defenses can be Interchanged and also used
with some

:hase of the man to man defense,
Man to Man Defense

The Inventor of basketball, Dr, James Halsmith, originated
the man to man defense.

This type of defense was similar to

the pressing defense which is used quite extensively in some
sections of the United States today.

In the early days of

^Clair Bee, Man to Man Defense and Attack, p, 1,
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basketball the guards stayed baok under the opponents baskets
and were strictly defensive players; they were the watch dogs
of the basket,

They were usually more rugged and; in most

cases, the least versatile players on the floor,
had little to do in the defensive pattern of play.

The forwards
Most teams

used more or less of a throe man offense when they had possession
of the ball, and a three man defense when their opponents had
possession of the ball.-^
In a man to man defense the primary responsibility of the
defensive man is to watch hla opponent,
importance,

1'he ball is of secondary

The player to be guarded is usually assigned before

the game starts.

Therefore the defensive player, when his team

loses possession of the ball, finds the opponent he has been
assigned to and stays with him until his team has recovered
*

the ball.

He is not concerned about the ball unless It is in

possession of his particular opponent.
The man to man defense can vary considerably, all the way
from a straight man to man defense where each player is definitely
assigned to an opponent, to a switching man to man defense
which boarders on a zone.
Zone Defense
The principle of the zone defense is to guard a specific
area and play the ball in the defensive end of the basketball

•a

•'John W. Bunn, Basketball Methods,

pp, 271-273,
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court.

Probably the oldest type of zone defense is the three*

two shifting
the

zone.

In this defense three men are placed in

rone line and two in the rear line near the basket,

fJsually

the two guards play the rear line with the center in the middle
and the two forwards in the front line.
Many coaches use the zone principle on defense yet describe
their play as a man-to-man,

Phe opposite is also true,

Phere is a difference of opinion on the popularity of the
zone defense.

It is the opinion of Pr. F. c. "Phog" Allen that

the zone Is becoming more popular.

He states, "Practically all

coaches in our colleges are using the principle of the zone in
their daily coaching drills.

When there is a two-on-one situa

tion or a three-on-two defensive play, the defensive player or
players are employing the principle of the zone,"^
The opposite view is taken by Everett N. Case of North
Carolina otate College,

He says, "The zone is still utilized

by many teams, but appears to be a passing system,

Poo many

teams have good set shot artists that will beat a zone,

loams

that are fast and clever and have the ability to draw a zone
out

:rom their set stances, can break in

or lay ups."-*

^Forrest C. "Phog" Allen, "The Zone and Rebounding,"
Seal-O-han Basketball Digest. (Ninth Edition 19^9-50), p.b.
^Everett N. Case, "Defense Pays Off" Seal-O-San Basketoall
Coaohes igest, (Ninth
iition 1949-55JY P, T5.
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The Combination Defense
The combination defense has the combined qualities of
both the man to man and zone defenses.

Like the other two

basic defenses the combination can vary a great deal.

Some

play this defense with the man to man principle of defense
in mind, while others use a combination defense which harbors
on the zone.

With this type of defense a pressing man to man

defense can also be used with a zone defense.

It would appear

that the type of combination defense tnat should be used would
depend upon the offense.

If the opponents utilize a screen

offense, it would be logical to use a combination defense with
a zone principle.

On the other hand, if tactics to combat a

zone are used the basic man to man idea would be the most
effective.
The short analysis of each defense proceeding the table
findings are for the purpose of making the study somewhat
clearer.
Of the 160 coaches who returned questionnaires only i|2
were in positions to give information concerning their records
in 1945-46•
individuals.

Thi3 was the earliest year indicated by the
There was a considerable increase in the number

tabulated the la3t two years,

'Phis would probably indicate

that many new coaches accepted positions during the last two
years.

Most of the ex-servicemen did not receive their degrees

7k

until the spring of 19itB.
To be able to compare the types of defenses used by the
coaches with their won and lost record during seasonal play,
the team 3 were grouped into four categories*

The groups are

as follows:
(1)

Teams

winning 75 per cent or more of their

games.

(2)

Teams

winning 50 per cent or more of their

games.

(3)

Teams

winning 25 per cent or more of their

games.

O il)

Teams winning less than 2$ per cent of their games.
The types of defenses which were discussed earlier in

the chapter were placed in three groups, namely, the man to
man, zone, and the combination man to man and zone defense.
The data in Table lij. endeavors to stow tho comparison of
the seasonal record with the type of defense or defenses used
as related to winning games.

The number of wins and losses

during the regular playing season constituted the seasonal
reoord.

The seasonal record was compared with the four

categories in the table and plaoed in the proper group.
The type of defense or defenses used by each

'roup were

tabulated opposite the seasonal record to determine the
relationship.
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Table 14
Comparison of Seasonal Records with Types of Defenses Used
By High School Coaches of North Dakota
(191*5-^6)
Per cent of
games won

75 per cent
or more

Man to Man
No. Percent

Zone
No. Percent

Combination
No. Percent

Total
No,. Percent

7

47

3

20

5

33

15

100

or more

6

57

4

29

2

14

14

100

25 per cent
or more

9

75

2

17

1

8

12

100

Less than
25 per cent

1

100

0

0

0

0

1

100

25

60

9

21

8

19

42

100

50 per cent

Total

(1946-47)
75 per cent
or more

11

65

2

12

4

23

17

100

50 per cent
or more

10

44

6

26

7

30

23

100

25 per cent
or more

6

50

2

17

4

33

12

100

Less than
25 per cent

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

27

53

10

16

13

29

52

100

Total

76

Table 1 4 (Continued)
Comparison of ©easonal Records with Types of Defenses Used
By High 3ohool Coaches of North Dakota

Per cent of
games won

(191*7-1*8)
Man to Man
Zone
No. Percent No. Percent

75 per cent
or more

14

44

8

12

kl

25 per cent
or more

k

Less than
25 per cent

Combination
No. Percent

Total
No,. Percent

25

10

31

32

100

6

21

11

38

29

100

50

3

38

1

12

8

100

3

60

1

20

1

20

5

100

33

45

16

24

23

31

74

100

50 per cent
or more

Total

(1948-49)
75 per cent
or more

13

50

5

31

9

19

27

100

or more

26

kl

18

29

19

30

63

100

25 per cent
or more

16

47

5

28

7

25

26

100

Less than
25 per cent

5

62

0

0

3

36

6

100

Total

60

48

26

21

38

31

126

100

75 per cent
or more

16

41

(1949-50)
9
23

14

36

29

100

50 per cent

38

49

12

16

27

35

77

100

25 per cent
or more

18

37

7

15

23

1*6

48

100

Less than
25 per cent

4

40

4

2

20

10

10

100

76

10*

32

19

66

38

174

100

50 per cent

or more

Total

77

For 19ll5-l}.b the man to man defense constributed 60 per
cent of the defenses used*

The sons had 21 per cent and the

combination dofense had 19 per cent.

The man to raan defense,

as a whole, was the mo3t popular, as the greatest majority
of toam3 in all groups used this defense during the 19ij5-i4-6
season.
The 19i}.6-ij.7 chart shows an increase in percentage of
combination defenses a3 compared with the zone.

The total

number of man to man defenses in I9 I4.6-I4.7 were more than equal
to the combined total of zone and combination defenses.
Despite this fact, there was a decrease of man to man defenses
over the previous year.
On a percentage basis, the man to man defense in 1947-48
showed a decrease over the two preceding years.

The popularity

of the zone defense increased in 1947-4® while the combination
showed a slight decrease of 2 per cent.

The man to man defense

continued to hold a percentile rank over the other del eases
in each of the winning or losing groups.
In 1948-49 the man to man showed a slight increase in
per cent of defenses over the previous year.
to 1948-49 there had bee
to man defenses used.

Each year prior

a slight decrease in number of man

The combination defences continued to

show an increase in popularity as compared with the zone.

The

combination had 10 per cent more defenses than the zone in 1948-4&
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There was a steady decrease in the number of man to man
defenses from 191*5 to 1950# with the exception of 191*8-1*9 when
a slight increase was noted.

The use of the zone defense re

mained quite constant throughout the five year period, however,
in 191*7-1*8 a slight Increase prevailed.

The combination man

to man zone defense showed a steady increase in popularity
from 191*5 to 191*0.

In 1914-8—i*_9 it remained on a plateau, but

In 19U9-50 there was a 7 per cent increase in the number of
combination defenses used.

There was a 19 per cent Increase

in the number of combination defenses used In 191*5-1*6 as compared
with 191*9-50.

This would seem to Indicate a trend toward the

use of more combination defenses, and less man to man defenses.
It would further indicate that the use of t h e zone would
probably remain more or less stationary for some time to oome.
(Table lf>) shows the total number and type of defenses
used by the high school coaches in the five year period between
191*5-50.

The purpose of the table is to help determine the

comparative strength of all defenses used In the study.
The man to man defense had the largest number of defenses
in the five year period.

The man to man had 221 as compared

with 171* for the combination defense and 91 for the zone.
The teams found between the 50th and the 75th percentile had
the longest total number of defenses.

The teams winning 75

per cent or more of their games had the second highest number
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of defenses with 130.

The teams winning leas than 25 per cent

had the least.
Table 15
The Total Number and Types of Defenses Used By High School
Coaches from 1945-1950
Per cent of
games won

Man to Man
No. Percent

Zone
No. Peroent

Combination
No. Percent

Total
No. Percent

75 per cent
or more

61

kl

27

17

42

k2

130

100

50 per cent
or more

94

Ml

42

20

76

36

214

100

25 per cent
or more

53

45

17

15

k7

40

117

100

Less than
25 per cent

13

62

5

20

7

26

25

100

221

46

91

16

174

36

466

100

Total

By further analysing the statistical data in Table l5 it
is necessary to make a comparison of the strength of defenses
somewhat clearer, it is necessary to average the number of
teams that have won one half or more of their games with those
that have won less than half, and also average the percentages
for all defenses above and below the median.
By examining the averages of the man to man defense
(Table 15} we find the teams losing more than 50 per cent of
their games used M .5 per cent man to man defenses while the
teams winning 50 per cent or more used 42.5 per man to man
defenses,

fhe zone defense in the winning groups had a slight
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advantage over the losing group.

On the other hand, the com

bination defense displaced che beat average by t;ds comparison.
The teams winning one half or more of their games had 39 per
cent or a 5 per cent advantage over the teams winning less than
half*

This comparison does not conclusively prove the strength

or weakness of eaoh defense, but there may be some indication
of relative strength.
is not too great.

The difference in percentage, however,

Other factors could be involved that would

change the outcome.
Summary
(1)

The three types of defenses considered were*

the man

to man, zone, and combination man to man and zone defense.
(2)

Teams were grouped into four categories*

(a) teams

winning 75 per cent or more games, (b) teams winning 50 per cent
or .ore games, (o) teams winning 25 per cent or more ; ames,
(d) teams winning less them 25 per cent of their games.
(3)

Seasonal records were compared with type of defenses

used, and classified into one of four groups of teams, determined
by their won and lost record.

Considering comparisons on a

percentage basis the combination defense had the best record,
the zone defense was second, and the man to man was last.

The

diinference was not great enough to prove conclusively the strength
or weakness of eaoh defense,
(ip)

The trend probably indicates the use of more combination

defenses, and leas man to man defenses.

Prom all indications,

the zone will remain quite constant in the future.
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CHAPTiuR V I
OFFENSIVE PLAY

The phase of offense whloh should ordinarily be considered
first la the individual offeusc.

The individual ability ia

necessary in order to develop good team play.

The fundamental

skills 3uch as passing, shooting, dribbling, screening, pivoting,
and cutting should be developed to a high degree.
Although basketball is a team game, opportunities present
themselves whereby the individual can score without the aid of
his teammates.

However, the d e r e e of team play can vary from

one type of offense to another.

Phe team play may vary from a

very definite pattern type of play to allowing the player entire
freedom to determine the play situation.

It is the opinion of

some coaohes that players with good sound fundamentals would be
more effective if they chose their own play sit ations.
Some of the Individual requirements brought out by Rupp
in his chapter on "Individual Offnese," include: "The first
requirement of an individual offensive player is that he should
have the proper attitude because It influences players."^

The

player should have the ability to get the ball on the center
jump If the duty has been assigned.

A player should play in

a crouched position in order to make It easier to move forward.

1Adolph Rupp, Rupp 13 Championship Basketball,

p. 73—7l4-«
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backward, or sldawaya.

Players should time their movements.

By means of footwork and general all around play team members
should try to out-guess their defensive opponent.

Players should

follow their own shots and those by their teammates unless they
have a defensive assignment on that particular play.
There are many different opinions on general team offense.
Rupp says, "There are, perhaps, as many styles of basketball as
there are coaches coaching the game."*2
Some of the general requirements of team play include such
things as aggressiveness, mastery of fundamental techniques,
speed, coordination, and general basketball Knowledge.
Generally speaking, their are two trends of thought
regarding the use of offense against changing defenses.

Some

coaches endeavor to have an offense for each defense they
expect to encounter, while others use the same offense against
all defenses.

The tears using the same offense against all

defenses make minor changes, but the type of offense remains
primarily the same.

Phe advocates of the single offense argue

that less teaching is necessary, and a higher degree of
perfection is the result.

On the other hand, the coaches that

favor the use of varying offenses to meet the changing defenses

2

Adolph F. Rupp, op.oit.

p, 7k»

fool that a single offense Is not sufficient.
The high school coaches of North Da ota favor tixo use of
a varied offensive attach to meet the changing defenses*
There wore 152 coaches or 95 per cent tiiat use different offen
sive s y s t e m against teams char

their defenses*

m

The remaining

8 coaches or 5 per cent favored the use of a single offense
against all defenses*
Another controversial question which involves offensive
Maneuvers Is the use of set plays on Jump balls*

The question

seene to be, whether special plays should be used during jump
ball situations or whether the regular team offense should be
used*

The majority of the coaches favored the use of set plays

on Jump ball situations.

T h e re

w o re

95 coachos or 59 per cent

that favored set plays and 65 coaches or 2pX per cent were for
tho use of the regular tean offense*
made concerning this question.

Several comments were

Some felt that It would depend

somewhat on the situation, though they answered the question,
yes.

One of tho situations was regard *..g the end of the floor

on which the held ball took place.

If on the defensive end

they favored first getting possession, while if on the offensive
end they favored a sot play.

Another problem which was brought

out was the difference In height and jumping ability of the
players.

Tho coaches that

with the shortest players

it out this point, felt the team
or

the less efficient Jumpers should

eu
be more defensive minded.

This group favored the regular offense

to the set play when they thought the opposition would get
possession of the jump ball.
Moat authorities on basketball divide offenses Into two
main types: the fast break; and the slow break set formation,
or deliberate style of offense.

t*aeh of these has many variations.

For example, in the slow set formation attack there are free
lance, set play, and continuity type.

These again may be combined

with each other, or a phase of the fast break.

The slow break

offenses may be broken down further and combined with each
other.

The fast break offenses can be divided into two groups

namely:

the short and long pass types of fast break.
Fast Break

The fast break, according to records, was the original
ty.e of team offense.

According to Murphy,-* the general idea

of the fast break was the same at the time it was ori inated
as it is at present.

"In the early days of basketball, the only

offensive method was the one where players tried to

^et the ball

down the floor and into the basket as fast as possible and
before the guards could stop them."
The fast break has been thought of, at least by some, as
a "harura scarum," wild and reckless form of basketball with

3

Charles C. Murphy, Basketball,

p, 61.
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passes made this way and that, and shots taken at any place, any
time and In any way Just as long as their was a slight chance
that the ball would go into the basket.

Ordinarily this is

a false impression of a well-planned fast-break attack, although
the above description may fit some teams.
Correct ball handling Is one of the pre-requlsites of the
fast-break type of offense.

Players

ust have the ability to

pass accurately while moving rapidly, and in addition, they
must be able to pass to faat-movin:, teammates.

Players must

also have the ability to recognize and react immediately to
fast-break situations,

fhe success of this system will depend

largely upon this one factor.
One of the questions that arise in connection with the
fast break situation, Is what should be done If the fast break
situation fails to produce a shot at the basket, or if there
is no fast break situation?

However, some coaches take care

of this situation with a series of plays that brings about
a s reading or overloading of the defense.

When the fast break

offense is stymied, more or leas, It is ordinarily a good policy
to have some deliberate plan of attack to supplement the fast
break.
Slow °et Offense
It appears that this offense was first used by the early
professional teams.

The two reasons given for Its early use
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was its effectiveness against a man to man defense, and the
fact that it conserved the energy of the players*
The slow set offense is rather conservative when compared
with the fast break game.

The players, as a whole, move more

slowly and deliberately except at opportune times, when they
cut or break sharply.
There are a great many slow break type of orfensea.
The free lance, aet play and continuity, mentioned early in
the chapter, may be further broken down or classed with other
slow break offenses.

For example, the set play offense may

include the single pivot, single post, double pivot, and
double post.
variations.

The free lance style could also include the above
The continuity could start with players in the

position of the single pivot, single post, double pivot, or
double figure eight, the five man weave, or the four man weave.
These, with many other variations of offenses, go to make up
the group that can be included in a slow set attack.
The set for motion can vary from a mechanical type, in
which the players are drilled upon a "pattern” until a series
of plays have been perfected, to a free lance type where the
atUacx is unplanned.
Table 16 has been constructed for the purpose of showing
the comparative number of basketball offenses from 19i45 through
195>0.

The types of b fenses which have been discussed earlier
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in the chapter include '.he fast break and slow sot offenses.
The teams are grouped in the same categories as used for defen
sive play.
Table 16
Comparative Humber of Offenses Used Between 1945-1950
By High School Coaches
(Past Break Offense)
Year

Won 75 per- Won 50 per- Won 25 per- Won less than
cent or more oent or more cent or more 25 per cent of
games
games
games
games
No.

per
cent

Wo.

per
cent

No.

per
oent

No.

per
cent

f-

1945-46

7

9

6

6

5

8

0

0

1946-47

7

9

12

10

7

11

0

0

1947-46 17

23

17

14

4

6

3

: 371

1946-49 17

23

36

30

19

31

2

25

1949-50 27

36

49

40

26

44

3

371

100

124

100

63

100

6

100

Total

75

(Slow Set Offense)
1945-46 io

13

5

4

7

n

1

6

1946-47 11

14

12

10

8

12k

0

0

1947-48 17

22

23

20

8

12k

1

6

1946-49 19

25

34

30

12

19

6

35

1949-50 20

26

41

36

29

23

9

53

100

115

100

64

100

17

100

Total

77
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The total number of slow break offenses used by teams
winning 75 per cent or more of their games .taro slightly
higher than the number of defenses U3ed by the 3low set teams
in the same group.

The same was true of teams in the groups

winning less than 25 per cent of their games.

Teams using

the fast break had 9 more offenses than the slow break group
in the category winning 50 per cent or less of their games.
In the third group of offenses teams winning 25 per cent or
more of their games, the slow break teams had only 1 defense
more.

In the first three years the coaches were using more

slow break offenses.

However, In the last two years (19^8 to

1950) more fast break offenses were used,

^he differences In

number varied from 3 in 19 k$mk& to 8 in 19^9-50.

The slow

break offense had its greatest advantage In 19l*7-li-8 when Jj.9
teams used this offense to ijl for the fast break.

These

figures do not show a definite trend in the use of the fast
break offense, although a slight trend might be indicated,
A comparison of the effectiveness of the two offenses
are made by use of total raw scores and percentages that
are

hown In Table 17.
The total number of defenses tabulated for the fast

break was 270 and 273 for the slow break.

”rom this infor

mation it would indicate that the coaches of Worth Dakota are
evenly divided on the types of offenses used during this
five year period.
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i’able 17
Comparison of the ffectiveness of the Fast Break and Slow
Set Offense Between 194$ and 1950
Number of (lames
■*'on

Fast Break
No, per
oent

75 per oent or more

75

49

77

51

152

100

50 per cent or more

124

52

115

46

39

100

25 per cent or more

63

50

64

50

127

100

6

36

17

64

25

100

270

47

273

53

543

100

Less than 25 per cent
Total

Slow Set
No. per
cent

Total
No. per
cent

In comparing the teams winning; one half or moro of their
[tamos with teams winning less than one half, percentages show
the fast break has a 4 per cent advantage in number of teams
above the median.

However, in comparing records of teams above

the 7$th percentile the slow set offense has a 2 per cent
advantage.

A further analysis of the percentages indicate

that the fast break would havo a slight advantage over the
slow break offense.

The advantage however, is so slight that

the difference would probably be negligible.
The Types of Offenses and Offensive Combination
The types of offenses considered in the earlier part
o

this chapter include the fast break and the alow set offense.
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These are further broken down and combined in order fco determine
the types which are used in tho high schools of North Dakota*
The data in Table 16 indicates the types of offenses
or offensive combinations used in the high schools.
The combination type of offense used most often is the
fast break and set play type.
was the fast break.

The most popular single offense

The set play appeared to be the moat

commonly used phase of the slow set offense.

Of the combination

offenses included in the slow set type the free lance and set
play were used most often.

Considering t.ia

‘our

'irst offenses

and the combinations, of which they are a part, the f? at break
with the three other combinations totaled 231 offenses.
Table 18

Types of Offenses and Offensive Combinations Used in North
Dakota High Schools
Offenses and Combinations

Number

Free Lance Type

36

Set Play Type

kS

Continuity Type

18

Past Break Type

56

Free Lance and Continuity

19

’’’pee Lance and Set Play

k9

Set ^lay and Continuity

30

Fast Break and Free Lance

51

’'•’ast Break and Set Play

86

Fast Break and Continuity

28

Total

1+28
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The phase of the slow set offense which r e c e i v e d t h e most
consideration, was the set play type with Its three other com
binations,

There were 210 that checked this offense and its

combinations.

The free lance with Its combinations ranked

third, receiving 155 votes.

The continuity offenfe with

Its combinations was rated last.
used this type of offense.

There were 95 coaches that

There were 428 offenses checked

by the high school coaches.

The average coach in North Dakota

High schools used 2.7 offenses and offensive combinations
listed in the table.
Summary
(1)

Almost all high school coaches of North Dakota

favored the use of varied offensive attacks to meet changing
defenses.
(2)
on

Majority of the coaches were for the use of set plays

jump ball situations, and against the use of regular team

offense for the same purpose.
(3)

The two main types of offense considered were:

fast break and the slow set offense.

the

The coaches were evenly

divided on the types of offense or offenses used during this
five year period. (1945-1950).

There is a slight trend towards

the use of more fast break offenses.
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(1+)

In comparing the win and loss records of the teams

using fast break, percentages indicate a very slight advantage
for the fast breau. offense.
(5)

The set play appeared to be the most commonly used

phase of the slow break offense.

The most popular combination

offense was the fast break and set play type.

The combination

slow set offense used mo3t was the free lance and set play type.
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CHAPTER VII
THE COMPARISON OP SEASONAL RECORDS WITH CONFERENCE AND
TOURNAMENT RANK

The data in Table 19 shows a comparison of the seasonal
records with the conference rank in the five year period
between 191+5 and 1950.

The comparisons are made in order to

determine the relationship between seasonal success and con
ference records.
The number of teams In each rank are listed according to
years and classified into ij, groups based on seasonal records.
In comparing the teams with the best seasonal records
with teams having the most outstanding conference record, it
Is noted that in only one year did the teams winning 75 per
cent or more of their games have a lower than a third place
conference standing.

In 19J|5-46 there was 1 team that had

a fifth place standing in conference play.

In comparing teams

winning half or more of their games and up to the 75th percentile
It is noted that the conference rank varies from 1 through 8.
The highest total in this group for any one rank number 3,
which had a total of 3.3 teams, although, rank number 2 followed
closely with 32.

The teams rated number 1 had the comparatively

high total of 13.

The teams rated fifth in conference play had

the same number of teams as number 1.
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Table 19
Comparison of seasonal Records with Conference ^ank Between

191*5-1950

_____
*7on 50 per cent or more

*7on 75 pox* cent or more
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1
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7
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1
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1*
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2

7
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Won leas than 25 per
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Won 25 per cent or more
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l

1*

1

3

1

5

1

3

2

3

1

6

1

6

1

6

2

i*

1

6

1

5

1*

1*

1 9

1

9

1

6

1

6

1*

5

1

15

2

7

3

6

1

8

3

7

2

9

1

10
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The teams losing more than one half their games and
yet not lower than the 25th percentile had uniform ranking
between the i+th and ?th places.

rhe group of teams in l+th

place had the highest total number.

However, there was only

a ll ference of 1 between i^th and the next 3 places.
The teams ranked between 6th and 15th in the group winning

less than 25 per cent of their games.

The small number of

teams Included in this group mane it difficult to determine
the rank of the teams that would be most prevalent.

Prom this data it would appear that a positive correlation
exists between teams with exceptional seasonal records, and
teams with high conference rankings.

Probably the most

variable factor in this correlation would be the comparative
humber of seasonal and conference games.

If the number of

conference games were equal to the seasonal games, logically,
the correlation would be very high.

On the other hand, if the

number of conference games were low in comparison with the
number of conference games were low in comparison with the
number of seasonal games the correlation could be positive or
negative.

If the oonferenoe tear.:s were relatively weak in

comparison to the other teams played during the season a
negative correlation may be the result, especially, if a greater
number of games wore played outside of conference competition.
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The number of teams included within a conference is another
factor that would have to be considered.

Inexperienced teams

mi ht have poor seasonal records and high conference standings,
especially, if non-conference games were played in the earlier
pax*t of the season, and conference games were played after teams
beoame experienced.
The data found in Tables 20-25 presents a comparison of sea
sonal records with tournament rank between 19^5 and 1950.
the tournaments played include the county, sub-district, district,
regional, divisional, 3tata, and Invitational.

There are four

different high school groups included in this study, therefore
all types of tournaments played in North Dakota are found in
t e table.

However, all teams do not play in each tournament.

For example, in Class nB w competition some teams play in subdistrict, while others play in district tourneys.

In sub-distiict

competition only the tournament winner can qualify for the region
al, although, in district play the champion and the seoond
place teams are qualified to compete.
considered includes

Other things to be

the number of changes made in redistricting,

methods of qualifying teams, and the change in classification
of some teams.
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Table 20
Comparison of Seasonal Records with County Tournament Rank
Between 191+5 and 1950
Won 50 per cent or more
regular seasonal games

Won 75 per cent or ®ore
regular seasonal games
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Table 21
Comparison of Seasonal Records with Pub-District Tournament
Rank Between 1945 and 1950
Won 75 per cent or more
regular seasonal games
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Table 22
Comparison of Seasonal Records with District Tournament Rank
Between 1945 and 1950

Won 50 per cent or more
regular seasonal games
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Table 23

Comparison o f Seasonal Records w ith Regional Tournament Rank
Between 191+5 and 1950
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Table 2k
Comparison of Seasonal Records with Divisional Tournament Rank
Between 19^5 and 1950
Won 50 per cent or more
regular seasonal games
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regular seasonal games
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Table 25
Comparison of Seasonal Records with State and Invitational
Tournament Rank Between 19i|5 and 1950
Won 50 per cent or more
regular seasonal games

Won 75 pel* cent or more
regular seasonal games
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The county tournaments ere ordinarily composed of tearae
from the class ”C" or consolidated sc oola.

During part

of the 5 year period (19li5“50) moat of the class MC ” schools
were either lr; the class "hM or the co aolldated

roups*

It a r p e n r t that the county tournament is used less as a
method for qualifyin

tears for larger units of eo petition*

The sub-district and the district have taken the place of the
county tournaments In rt.any pieces.

The factors makin

the

county tournament a less desirable unit of competition in
clude the variance of size, difference in population, and
lack of natural op onents.
In comparing tears winning 75 per cent or more gomes
during seasonal play with the record of tie same tears in
county tournament play, it is noted that only 3 ter: a re
ceived a third piece, and the remainder either won the
to imameat or

1© ed second.

The teams winning 50 per cent or more of their
and not
ference.

ore than three fourths, s; owed © much

ares,

reetor dif

The teens varied from 1 to 11 In county tournament

rankings in 19 5-U&.

The teems as e whole ranked quite high.

There wee only 1 tm m ranking eleventh, 2 were ranked sixth,

2 wer' fifth, and all the other tear s ranged fro- f ~rst to
fourth

The records of tea 3 w i n d g rrore than 25 per* cent of
tkeir games aid uelow the 50 th percantlle varied leas In
rank than teams in the category winning more than one-haIf
and l&sa than tliree-four tbs of their games.
more than one-half their

The ten* s losing

anes varied from number 1 to a

number 7 ranking, while the group a ove varied from 1 to
11 in rank, although the teams with the pto eat records had
more low ranking terms.

As a comparison, the teams winning

25 per ce t or more and less than one-half their

at es,

had 11 teams with a fifth place tournament rank or leas,
as com sred with the teams which had a ranking of 50 per cent
or more that had only 3 tears below fifth place.
The tea?; a winning les3 than one-fourth of their

r?res

had 0 3 ell variation in re ik, and e relatively low rating.
-i.-e rank varied between fourth and sixth places.

In cor parin'*

this group with the teams in the two hi best cate orles,
it is noted that both groups have teams with both higher and
lower retin s.

Ihe lack of tea a in the lower q-srtile,

prevents a fair e muling.

Consequently, it ia impractical

to make any comparisons with this group.
Within the last five years several changes have oeon
made in sub-district, district, regional, divisional, ©nd
stfite plsy-offa.

For example, what was a district In

19i|5~U6 might have been a sub-district in 19 l47~liC, or a
re Ion in 19^5-U6 could have been a district in 1919-50.
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There have also tt
tion.

sor© changes in state tournament competi

In 19kb~k7 toe cli.au *t>" state to urne ent w* s e

6-tesmi tournament, and in 19lj0-l|9 the class "A ” state tourna
ment was a Ij-tea:

affair.

In comparing the five tournaments wbleh are piayed to
obtain the most outstanding honors in their respective
cini oes, the district tournament arFe&ri to be the

oonr on.

ost

The tea s winning over three-fourths of their f ares

in district tournament plsv# have a variance of 1 to 7 in rank.
The regional and the state have the greatest variation in
rank of the teens with the best seasonal records.

T e

aub-district indicates the smallest range with a variation
in rank from 1 to 1,.
For the teams winning 50 per cent or more and leas
t an three-fourths of their

a ea, the district snowed,

a variation of 1 to 9 In rank.

This was trie

tion was much the seme for tfte others.

restest varia

The divisional

and the regional, which were the lowest, had a variation
in rating of 1 to 7.

While the sub-district a^d the state

had variable ranks between 1 and
In considerin

the tears in the third cate ory, those

winning 25 per cent or more and less than one-half their
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raises, the district has. the greatest varia M o n in rank.
The terms vary in ra k fro

2 to 15, however, in the sub-

r ’c ' the rank varies from 1 to 7*

The state end dit s-

lonal have only 1 team tabulated, while the regional does
not have any.
winnin.

From these facts it would appaar that teens

less than half of their names seldom re*?ch re ional,

divisional, or state tournaments.
Of the teams winning less than 25 par cent of their
games, only 8 were In tournament c o :petition at the sub
district and district levels.
accordin

to replies on quest!

In the last five years,
naires, no team placed in

the regional* divisional or state tooi-.-.-.

ents.

It appears t at a positive correlation exists

etween

en s with exceptional seasonal records, and tor a with
igh conference rankin. s.

Probably the most variable factor

would be the comparative number of seasonal and conference
ga 63.

Teams with better seasonal records, as a whole*

varied less in tournament rank than the teams w'th the poorer
records.

1 ar s winnin

less t an $0 per cent of their

games seldom had the opportunity to com ete in seasonal,
divisional and state basketball tournaments.

The tear s

winning 75 per cent or more names during the season had the
seme variations in rank as the tee: s winning 50 per cent
and up to three-fourths of the

res,

division.' 1 and state tournaments.

in the regional,
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r CliAFifcft ¥111
SUMMARY AiSD C O « C i.U S lO iiS

In summarizing the facta found in this study, It ap
pears advantageous to maintain the four divisions used
in Chapter one.
The first objective of the study has been to determine
the type of offenses and defenses used most in the consol
idated, minor accredited and fully acredited high schools
of Worth Dakota, and their trends.

The coaches are evenly

divided on the types of offenses used during the five year
period.

(19^5-1950)

It is noted there is a slight trend toward the use of
ore feat break offenses, that is, if the increase each
year is similar to the last five years.

On the whole,

there was a steady dec esse in the use of the man to man
defense.

There was a steady increase in the use of tire

combination defenses, although, the number of zone de
fenses have re airted quite constant.
The second objective of this study was to show the
relationship of the types of offensive and defensive play
to the seasonal, conference and tournament rank.

During

seasonal play it was found that teams using either the
fast break or the slow set offense were aoout equally
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successful.

On the oasis of won and lost records the

fast 1 re&k had a slight advantage, although, when consid
ering teams winning 75 per cent or more of their games the
slow set offense had the better record.

There appeared

to be a positive correlation between teems that have excep
tional seasonal records and teams with high conference
standing.

Occasionally,

teams with s comparatively poor win

and loss record have success in tournament play, but the
study showed that teams winning less than one-half their
games seldom reacted regional, divisional or state tournaments.
Generally speaking, the teams with the best seasonal records
had the highest tournament ranks.
It W 3 S found that the type of defense that » b s moat
successful during seasonal play was also most effective
during conference or tournament play.

By examining the

records of teams further it was conclud 'd that the teams
using combination defenses had slightly better records than
teens that used the nan to men or son© defenses*

The dif

ferences were probably not great enough to offset Pther
factors which might have been involved.
The relative evaluation of certain fundamental tech
niques used In basket

11 is the third objective.

The funda

mental techniques of issketball were ranked in the following
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order:
(1)

passing and catching

(2)

shooting

(3)

rebounding

(k)

individual defense

($)

dribbling

(6)

pivoting

(7)

cutting

(6)

feinting

(9)

screening

(10)

Jumping practice

The coaches felt it was better to concentrate on the
rim during the flight of the ball rather than first concentrating!
on the rim and then the ball during its flight to the basket.
The overhand push shot was favored as a dribble in type of shot.
Most players were permitted to use the type of shot that
seemed most natural to them.

The types of shots were rated in

the order of importance:
(1)

one-hand push,

(2)

one-hand dribble in, (3) one-hand Jump

and turn, (if.) two-hand push, (5) hook,
(7) tip, and (8) underhand shot.
rated according to use as follows:

(6) two-hand overhead

The type of free throw shots
(1) two-hand underhand shot,

(2) one-hand overhand shot, and (3) two-hand overhand shot.

Ill

Most of the coaches practiced free throws under game conditions.
Coaches favored teaching players to dribble without looking at
the ball.
The passes rated according to importance b: the coaches
were ranked in the following order*

(1) chest,

(2) bounce,

(3) baseball, (ij.) hook, (£) overhead, (6) underhand,

(7) two-hand

side, (G) backhand, (9) bat, and (10) roll pass.
The fourth objective of the study was to determine the
relative evaluation with references to practices regarding
controversial Issues such as the use of (1) conditioning
exercises, (2) charts, (3) selection of players, (ip) length
of practice sessions, and ($) Interscholastic competition at
certain grade levels.

The one and one-half hour practice

session was rated most popular.

The tendency on the part of

the average coach was to use conditioning exercises during
pre-aeaaonal basketball drills and discontinue the practice
after the start of the regular playing season.

The study

showed that coaches placed more emphasis upon offense than
defense.
About one-half the schools started their interscholastic
pro ram in the seventh and eighth grades.

More schools began

their interscholaatic competition before the seventh grade
than in the ninth or above,

Sighty-seven per cent began

Interscholastic competition below the ninth grade level.
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Natural ability was ranked a ove height in the selection of
basketball rleyers.

I ost tea 3 used shoo tin

c arts for

regular games, although, less than o ~e-he.lf the tears
chart regular practice acriir' ages.

lid not

A good s are of tie coaches

used individual performance charts for /nres,
The leek of sir. liar studies made corjerison difficult.
Comparisons were made within the stud , and with isolated
facts given by authorities.

The coaches, as a whole, seeded

to agree quite well with authorities on the phases of basketall dealt; with in this study.

A P P E N D I X

APPENDIX A
QU JSTTONNAXH
Phis questionnaire is being sent out to the coaches of
North Dakota in order to determine the trends of basketball
offe sea and defenses used.
Indioate your standing
for each particular
year in as many types
of organizations in
which you have part
icipated.

Years

'fon

•H
0
1
3
CO

sO

•H
©
«

Lost

-xample

1940-41 19
1945-46
1946-47
1947-46
1946-49
1949-50

5

2

2 3

u
©
S3
43

o

U
tH
o

43

©
c0 u
©
S3
43
5
H o
C0

©
w
a
©
©
a
©
a
o
St

Zone and Man to Ban

u

43

■3
05
IX
H

[Man to Man

O
•H

©
0
)
J“*t
M
©

, Past Break

43

1 Divisional Rank
State Raid;

2
3
<X

I District Rank

Conference Rank
| County Rank

1

Check types of
offense or
offenses which
you used each
year.

u

©
£
■13
c

Check type
of defense
or dtf&iaes
which you
used each
year.
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PLACE AFTER EACH ITEM BELOW THE ORDER OF IMPORTANCE.
Examples
Basketball practice sessions rated In the order of
optimum length ares
(3)
One hour session
(2)
Two
hour session
(1)
One and one half hour session
(1^) Two and one half hour
session
1. Basketball practice sessions rated In she order of optimum
length ares
( ) One hour session
( ) Two hour session
( ) One and one half
hour session
( )Two and one half hour
session
2. The types of passes rated according to importance in your
style of basketball ares
( ) Back hand pass
( ) Overhead pass
( ) Beseball pass
( ) Roll pass
( ) Bat, Pass
( ) Two hand side pass
( ) Bounce pass
( ) Underhand pass
( ) Chest pass
( )
( ) Hook pass
( )
3. The cypes of shots used most in
are ranked in the following orders
( ) Hook shot
( ) One hand dribble in shot
( ) One hand jump and turn shot
( ) One hand push shot
( ) Two hand push shot

your system of basketball
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

Tip shot
Two hand chest shot
Underhand shot

The types of free throw shots rated according to importance
ares
( ) One hand push shot
( ) Underhand shot
( ) Two hand push shot
( )

k.

5. Starting with the fundamental skill which should receive
the greatest time allot .©nt, rate following skills in orders
( r Catching and passing
( ) Jumping practice
( ) Cutting
( ) Pivoting
( ) Dribbling
( ) Rebounding
Individual
Defense
( )
( ) Screening
( ) Shooting
Feinting
( )
6. In selecting basketball players
rank following characteristics with
( ) Ability
( ) Height

for your squad, hoar do you
reference to importance?
( ) Age
( )
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CHECK THE TYPE OF OF' UTSE OR OFFENSIVE COMBINATIONS USED*
A free lance type of offense
A set play type of offense
A continuity type of offense
A fast break type of offense
Combination free lance and continuity
Combination free lance and set play
Combination sot play and continuity
Combination fast break and free lance
Combination fast break and setplay
Combination fast play and continuity

CHECK THE WORD OR PHRASE WHICH IN YOUR OPINION CORRECTLY
COMPL TES THE QUESTION.
1. When shooting set shots from beyond t he free throw line do
you (a) teach concentrating on the rim and following the flight
of ball with eyes?________ (b) or concentrating on rim and
keeping eyes on rim during flight of ball?____________.
2. Against a man to man defense, while rebounding do you:
(a) stress getting position on man
(b) or are players
responsible for a specific rebounding area?_______ •
3.

Do you spend more time on (a) defense_______ (b) or offense?

Ij.. Which do you find easier to teach (a) offensive play
(b) or defensive play?_______ .
5. Without opposition on a dribble in shot do you (a) use an
underhand shot________ _(b) or overhand push shot?_________ .
6, when teaching players to shoot do you (a) demand ►•-hat a
player shoot a certain shot in a specific manner______ (b) or permit
natural shooting?____________ •
IN THE QUESTIONS FOUND BELOW PLACE A CHECK MARK ( ) BY EITHER
YES OR NO ACCORDING TO YOUR EXPER IEN CES.
1. Do you use the same type of offense against all types of
defenses? Yes( ) o( ).
2. Do you use set plays on most jump ball situations?
No( ).

Yes(

)
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3.
Do you test your players to sea if they are left or right
e ed? Yes( ) No( )•
it* Do you teach your boys to dribble without looking at the
ball? Yes( ) No( ).
5# Do you use calisthenics along with your basketball practice
during your pre-season basketball drills? Yes( ) No( ).
6. Do you use calisthenics during practice, during your entire
basketball season? Yes( ) No( }•
7* ^o you use charts in determining shooting percentages during
names? Yes( ) No( ).
8, Do you use charts in determining shooting percentages during
regular scrirnagos? Yes( ) No( ),
9* Do you use charts to determine all around Individual per
formance? Yes( ) No( )•
10. Do you have free throw practice under game conditions?
Yes< ) No{ )•
11. Do you have interscholastic competition below the seventh
grade? Yes( ) No( ). Ninth grade? Yes( ) No( )•
12.

o you want a summary of this study?

Y©3(

) f?o( )*
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OP TRANSMITTAL

Central High School
Fargo, North Dakota
May 1, 1950

Dear Coach,
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire, which I am sending
to the high school ooaohes of North Dakota In order to determine
the trends of basketball offenses and defenses In the last five
years•
I would appreciate very much If you would check questions
and return questionnaires as soon as possible.
If you would like a summary of this study check appropriate
question In questionnaire.
Sincerely,

Leon Lande
Eno ,
LL/dmk
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APPENDIX C
NAMES OF C IT IE S AND TOWNS
The coaches who returned q u e stio n n a ire s represented the
h ig h sch o ols In the fo llo w in g c i t i e s and towns o f North Dakotas
(1)

Alexander

(21) Carpio

(2)

Ambrose

(22) C a sse lto n

(3)

Araenia

(23) C a v a lie r

(4)

Anamoose

(24) C h r is tin e

(5)

Am egard

(25) Churches "erry

(6)

Ayr

(26) Cogsw ell

(7)

Bathgate

(27) Coleharbor-

(8)

Beach

(28) Crosby

(9)

B elco u rt

(29) Deerlng

(10) B e l f l e l d

(30) D e v ils Lake

(11) Beulah

( 3 D D ickinson

(12) Bisbee

(32) Dodge

(13) Bordulao

(33) Donnybrook

U 4 ) Bowbells

(34) Dunseith

(15) Bowman

(35) Edgeley

(16) Brooket •

(36) Edmore

(17) B u ffa lo

(37) Egeland

(1 8 ) Buxton

(38) Rlbowoods

(19) C a lv in

(39) E n d erlln

(20) Cando

(40) F a rg o , C e n tra l High School

(41) Fargo, Oak Grove

(63) Harvey

(42) Fargo, Saored Heart

(64) Havana

(43) Falrmount

(65) Hazolton

(44) Fessenden

(66) Hazen

(45) Finley

(67) Hebron

(46) Flaxton

(68) Hettinger

(47) Fordville

(69) Hlllaboro

(43) Forman

(70) Hoople

(49) Fort Totten

(71) Hope

(50) Gackle

(72) Hurdsfield

( 5 D Ollby

(73) Inkster

(52) O l e n b u m

(74) Jamestown

(53) Goodrich

(75) Jud

(54) Grafton

(76) Kenmare

(55) Grand Forks

(77) Kensal

(56) Grandln

(70) Kindred

(57) Of'T.nvJ lie

(79) Kulm

(56) Grenora

(60) Lakota

(59) Halilday

(61) Langdon

(60) Hamilton

(62) Leeds

(61) Hanklnson

(63) Leonard

(62) Hannah

(84) Lidgerwood

(65) Lisbon

(109) New Ingland

(66) Makofci

(110) New Leipzig

(6?) Mandan

(111) New

(68) Mapelton

(112) Rorthwood

(89) Marion

(113) Oakes

(90) Max

(114) Oberon

(91) laayvill©

(115)

(92) McGregor

(1 1 6 ) Park River

(93) McHenry

(117) Parahall

(94) McVllle

(118) Plaza

(95) Medina

(119) Portal

(96) Michigan

(120) Powers Lake

(97) Mllnor

(121) Portland

(96) Minnewauken

(122) Ray

(99) Minot, Central High

(123) Reader

a00) Minot, Model High

(124) Rhame

(101) Minot, St, L e o ’s

(125) Rook Lake

(303 Minto

(126) Rolla

(103) Mchall

(127) Rugby

(104 ) Konango

(120) Rutland

(105) Vott

(129) Ryder

(106) Napoleon

(130) fanish

(307) Heohe

(131) Series

(208) Niagara

(132) Sharon

al«n
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(133) Sheldon

(156) Wildrose

(131*) Sherwood

(157) Williston

(135) Stanton

(156) Willow City

(136) Starkweather

(159) Wheelook

(137) Steele

(160) Zeeland

(136) Straaburg
(139) Tioga
(11*0) Tolley
(11*1) Towner
(11*2) Turtle Lake
(11*3) Tuttle
(11*1*) Valley City, Model High
(11*5) Valley City, Central High
(11*6) Van Hook
(ll*7) Underwood
(11*8) Wahpeton
(11*9) Walhalla
(150) Washburn
(151) Watford City
(152) Webster
(153) Werner
(151*) West Fargo
(155) Westhope
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